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Dispute between Men and Animals.

From tlie Hixid/ustaiii.

{Extracted from the Iman us Sufi.)

TRANSLATED BY C. T. BROOKS.

{Concluded.)

IX.

[Hie men questioned; their replies, and the ob-

jections of the animals.]

The king, having been exceedingly pleased,

praised him, and, having inclined himself

towards the assembly ofthemen said: "Do you

hear all that this one says ? Is there now any
answer left on your part?" A person from

among them, an Arab, said, " In us are many
excellencies and good qualities by which our

claim is established." The king said, "Set
them forth." He said, "Our life passes in

many pleasures. Delights of various kinds in

eating and drinking are accumulated for us.

To the animals they do not even come in sight.

The pith and marrow of fruits come to our

eating. They eat skin and stone. Besides

this, various forms of eatables—muffins, milk,

and biscuit, butter-milk cake, cow's eye, cow's

tongue, nimble-cake, rice-milk, roast meat,

corn and beans, fried egg plant, curry, hasty

pudding, milk, sour milk, bonny-clabber,

ghee of different kinds, sweetmeats, preserves,

comfits, jelly-pie, sugarplums, custards, amrit,

almond-cakes, etc., we eat. Amusements for

the spirits—dancing, merry-making, laughter,

good-cheer, story-telling, are provided for us.

Fine clothes and jewels of one and another

kind we put on. Woolen carpets, mats, rugs,

and many spreads we lay down. Where are

these things within the reach of the animals ?

They always eat the grass of the jungle, and

day and night, stark naked in the manner of

slaves, continue in toil and drudgery. All

these things are evidence that we are masters

and they slaves."

The representative of the birds, the Bulbul,*

was sitting before him on the branch of a tree.

He said to the king, that "this man who
makes boast of his manifold sorts of eating

and drinking, he knows not that in fact on

account of these are all this trouble and mise-

ry." Said the king, " Make it manifest how
this is."

He said, '
' For this reason, that for the sake

of this luxury they undergo many labors and

pains: digging the ground, driving the plow,

yoking the oxen, letting on the water, sowing

the seed, reaping, weighing, grinding, kindling

fire in the oven to cook by; haggling with

butchers for meat; running up bills with the

merchants ; undergoing hardships for the sake

of accumulating property; acquiring art and

science; afflicting the body; going to far, far

countries ; for the sake of two coppers stand-

ing with clasped hands in the presence of

emirs ; in short, by this sort of hook and crook

they get together goods and chattels: after

death it falls to the inheritance of others; if

money has been acquired lawfully, then there

is record and writing of it; if not, then there

is trouble and torment. We remain free from

this afiliction and torment, because our food

is merely grass and herbs ; what they sow is

Literally "Hazai dastan"

—

of a thousand taUs^

" No more to greet the sun's first rays,

The Biilbul tunes his thousand lays."

Entered according to Act of Congress, by C. M. Plumb & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the District Court

of the United States, for the Southern District of New York.
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produced from the ground—that without toil

or trouble we appropriate to our use ; all sorts

and kinds of fruits that Allah Most High has,

Tby his power, created for us, we eat, and we

always give thanks for it. Thought and seek-

ing for what we shall eat and drink never en-

ter into our hearts ; wherever we go, by divine

favor everything is brought within our reach.

And these men are always wallowing in the

notion of power. And whatever they eat in

one way and another, just so many kinds of

pain and torment do they undergo. They are

afflicted with chronic diseases, head-ache,

brain fever, cholera, delirium, palsy, tic-

doloreux, ague, catahrr, jaundice, hectic-

fever, boils, pustules, itch, ring-worm, scur-

vy, diarrhea, gonorrhea, elephantiasis, nasal-

gia;* in short, all sorts and kinds of sicknesses

fall to their lot. They run about to annoy

the doetors for nostrums and medicines.

For all this they impudently say that "We
are masters, and the animals our slaves."

Man gave answer, that '

' Sickness is not

anything peculiar to us ; even the animals are

often afflicted with disease."

He said, " When the animals are sick it is

merely on account of their association and in-

tercourse with you : dogs, cats, pigeons, hens

and other animals that are prisoners in your

homes, cannot eat and drink in their own way:

therefore they fall sick. And those animals

that go to and fro in the jungle in the freedom

of nature are kept from every disease, because

they have a fixed time of eating and drink-

ing* They never take too much nor too little.

And these animals that are prisoners in your

homes cannot take the times for roosting in

their own way. Ti»ey eat their meals out of

season, or, by reason of hunger, go and eat

beyond measure. They put no restraint on
the body ; on this account they now and then

fall sick. This is the very reason of your chil-

dren's being sick, that mothers and nurses eat

with greediness the improper things of which
you yourselves make boast. By this very thing

bad humors are generated; milk is spoiled;

in consequence of it boys are bora ill-favored,

and are always afflicted with diseases. By
reason of these diseases they are overtaken
with sudden and violent deaths, with pain and
anguish. In short, it is as a punishment
of your own actions that you are ensnared in

these torments, and we preserved from them.
Among the various kinds of eating with you,

* Diseases of the nose.

honey is the sweetest and best which you eat,

and are accustomed to use in medicine, an8

which is the slime of iiies, and not of your pro-

duce. Then what things have you to boast of I

There remain fruits and grains—in the eating

of them, we and you are partakers. And from

old time our and your ancestors have alwaj s

been partakers. In the days when your great

ancestors, Lord Adam and Lady Eve, did

dwell in the Garden of Paradise, and with-

out toil or trouble ate the fruits of there-

abouts, there was not any kind of care

or labor. Our ancestors also did share

there in that affluence and delight. When
your ancestor, under the delusion ofhis enemy,

went and forgot God's precepts and hankered

after a grain, and was banished thence, angels

having brought him down, cast him into Su-

cha, the place where even grain and herbs

were not, what chance then for fruit? For
sometime they wept in this sorrow, at last

their repentance was accepted; God forgave-

their sin and sent an angel. He having come
i to their abode, taught thwn to dig the ground,

to sow, to grind, to cook, to put on clothes.

In short, night and day they remained entan-

gled m this toil and drudgery. When many
children were born, and began to dwell in

every wild and cultivated place, then thejr

made a beginning of oppressing the inhabit-

ants of the soil. They seized upon their soil.

And some, having caught, they imprisoned
;

very many fled; having prepared and pre-

pared nets and nooses of all sorte ami
shapes, they went in pursuit of them for the

purpose of catching and making them prison-

ers. At last it came to such a pass that now
you stand up and make your own assertion

ofyour glory and dignity. You prepare for con-

test and conflict. And this that you say, that

' we make assemblies of pleasure; occupy our-

selves in dancing and festivity ; spend the timo

in mirth and merriment
;
put on fine clothes and

jewels ofevery variety ; and there aremany other

things beside these that are not to be had by

us (the animals' )—it is true : nevertheless there

is to you, for every one of these things, a com-

pensation of pain and penalty from which we
are free. As a compensation for your houses

of marriage you sit in houses of mourning; in.

exchange for merriment you endure misery; in

exchange for mirth and music and laughter,

you are burdened with weeping and wailing;

in place of splendid mansions you sleep in.

the dark tomb ; for jewels you wear a yoke on
he neck, fetters on the hands, chains on the
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feet ; instead of praise you are victims of sa-

tire. In short, as a compensation for every

delight, you undergo sorrow also. And from

these misfortunes we are exempted, because

these labors and sorrows are the desert of

slaves and wretches. And for us, in place of

your cities and houses, this spacious cham-

paign is provided ; from earth to sky, wherever

heart desires, we fly. On the green, green

grass of the river banks we go grazing and

pecking without molestation. Without toil

or trouble we eat our lawful food and drink

delicious water, and there is no one to forbid.

Ropes, buckets, water-skins, gogglets we need

not. All these things are necessary for you,

that, taking them on your shoulders, you may
wander everywhere and sell. You are alwaj s

entangled in toil and trouble. All these are

the marks of slaves. How, then, does it ap-

pear that you are masters and we are slaves ?"

The king inquired of the men, "Is there

now any further answer left to you ?" He said,

" There are in us many merits and excellencies

that make proof of our claim. " The king said,

"Set them forth." An individual from among
them, a Hebrew, said, that " Allah Most High

has bestowed on us a variety of distinctions

—

Religion, Prophecy, and a Word from above

—all these favors has he vouchsafed. By hav-

ing acquainted us with what is lawful and un-

lawful, good and evil, he has appointed us for

an entrance into paradise. Baptism, purifica-

tion, prayer, fasting, alms, offerings in

mosques, making prayers in pulpits, reading

Friday sermons, and many forms of worship

has he taught us. All these prerogatives

make proof of this, that we are masters and

they slaves." The deputy of the birds said,

"If you reflect and remember, you will per-

ceive that these things are for your grief and

affliction." The king said, "In what man-
ner is this an affliction?" Said he. "Ail

these ceremonies have been appointed by Allah

Most High for this reason, that their sins may
go forgiven, and they may not come to be lost.

If they do not practice upon these command-
ments of the law, their faces shall be black be-

fore God *—with this fear they engage in wor-

ship. And we are free from sin. We
have no need of any of those ceremo-

nies on which these build their own glory.

And Allah Most High has sent messengers,

for the sake of those people who are infidels

* The Jews also taught that the faces of the wicked
would turn blaclf.

—

Sale.

and idolators and sinners and do not his pre

cepts, but night and day continue in adultery

and fornication. And we are free from that

contamination and corruption. We know the

one only God, and we are always employed in

his service. And prophets and messengers

are similitudes of physicians aud astrologers.

They are the very people who have need of

physicians who are sick and diseased. And
to astrologers the unfortunate and ill-starred

resort. And baptism and purification have

been made indispensable for you on this ac-

count, that you are always unclean. Night

and day you spend the time in adultery and
incest, and have generally vile bodies; on

this account is baptism commanded you.

And from these things we keep clear. In the

whole year you make a single pilgrimage;

even that for the sake of lust and pleasure;

not merely on account of your eternal exist-

ence, do you render obedience to this com-

mand. Prayer and fasting are enjoined on

this account, that by means thereof your sins

may go forgiven. We do no sin. How can

any injunction be laid on us ? Alms and of-

ferings are needed for this reason, that you are

all the time heaping together property by fair

means and foul, and do not give to righteous

people. If you bestowed upon the poor and

destitute, then what occasion for the injunc-

tion of alms-giving ? And we exercise consid-

eration and compassion towards the children

of our own race. We never scrape together

from avarice. And this that you say, that Allah

Most High has sent down to you the distinc-

tion of lawful and unlawful, and a revelation

of the law of retribution, this is for your in-

struction. Because your heart is darkened

—

in your ignorance and folly you do not com-

prehend profit and loss. On this account you

have need of teachers and masters. And to

us has Allah Most High communicated every

thing without the intervention ofmessengers."

At what hoar the spokesman of the birds

had ended this saying, the king, looking to

the men's quarter, said, "Whatever you have

left to say, make known."

From the assembly of the men, a Parthian

gave answer that "now also there remain
many excellencies and distinctions to us by
.which it is confirmed that we are masters and
the animals our slaves. Thus, for the sake

of show and splendor various kinds of clothes,

double shawls, brocades, silk cloths, gold

cloths, sable, mushrooh, rose-figured dresses,

muslin, tine muslin, sahan, satin, embroidery,
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striped muslin, plaid, various kinds of mats,

woolen rugs, carpets and spreads, besides

this, many other ornaments are furnished us.

By this, it is manifest that we are masters and

they slaves. For where is this outfit placed

within reach of the animals. Stark naked in

the jungle after the manner of slaves they go

loitering about. All these favors and graces

of God are proof of our lordship. We are

worthy that we should exercise over them

sovereign authority, and hold them in such

manner as we desire: they are all our slaves."

The king spoke with the animals :
'

' Now
what answer give you to this ?" As representa-

tive of the beasts, the fox said to that man

:

You who make your boast of this soft and

splendid dress, say this, these various kinds

of clothes, in former times where were they,

if you had not taken them from the animals

by oppression and violence ?"

The man said, "To what purpose do you

say this word ?" Said the fox, " Among all

the dresses in your houses, the most genteel

and easy are brocades and silks and raw silks.

These are from the slime of insects. And in-

sects are not among the children of Adam.

Nay, they are from the class of worms that for

their shelter attach themselves with gum to

trees, that they may be kept from the attacks

of cold and heat. You have torn them from

it with violence and tyranny, therefore God
holds you captive in this affliction, that, hav-

ing taken it, you stretch and weave it with la-

bor—then get it sewed by the tailor and

washed bv the washerman. In short, such

and such labors and troubles you undergo,

that you carefully keep it and sell it, that you

are always immersed in this anxiety. So, too,

with the clothes that you generallypreparefrom

the head and hair of animals. In fact, your

splendid garments are mostly the wool of ani-

mals. Having robbed them of them by tyran-

ny and extortion, you appropriate them to

your own purposes; for all this you make so

much indecent boast. If we should boast of

this, then it would be decent—because God
Most High has created it upon our bodies,

that we should make our own clothes and

covering. He in his compassion and kind-

ness has bestowed this clothing upon us, that

we might be shielded from cold and heat.

What time we were created, from that time

Allah Most High created on our bodies this

dress also. Through his kindness, without

labor or trouble all this is provided for us.

And you always to your last breath are in-

volved in this anxiety. Your great ancestor

was disobedient to God; in recompense for

that this affliction is to you." The king spake

to the fox: "Make known to us the history of

the beginning of Adam's world."

Said he, "What time Allah Most High cre-

ated Adam and Eve, food and clothing were

provided for them in the same manner as for

the animals. For these two dwelt on a mount-

ain of ruby on the side of the East under the

line of the equator. Their whole body was
protected by the hair of their heads, and by
means of this hair they were secured from

heat and cold. In this garden they went

up and down and ate the fruits of all the trees.

Not any kind of toil and trouble did they un-

dergo, such as these people are now impris-

oned in. This was the divine command, that

they should eat all the fruits of Paradise,

only this tree they should not come near.

Under the delusion of Satan they evaded God's

commandment. That time all their dignitj-

was gone. The hair of their head fell off.

Having become naked, an angel, in pursuance

of God's command, drove them out thence."

What time the deputy of the beasts had made
this statement, man said, " animals, it is

not necessary nor fitting that you should prate

in our presence. This is better, that you should

hold your tongues." The fox said, "What
is the reason of this ?" He said, '

' For this rea-

son, that among the animals there is none

more vicious and vile than you. And in no

animal is there a hard-heartedness like yours,

nor such a greediness in eating carrion either.

Besides the wronging of the animals, there is

no profit in you. You are always concerned

in the slaughter and plunder of them." He
said, "Explain how this is." Said he, "For
this reason, that as many beasts as there are,

having hunted the animals, they go and eat

them, crack up their bones and drink their

blood, and never take any pity on their con-

dition."

The deputy of the beasts said, "We who
pursue this practice with the animals, do it

simply from your teaching. And if we were

not at all acquainted with this we should not

do it, for this reason, that before Adam no
beast did hunt an animal. Every animal that

died in* the wild jungle, his flesh they ate.

To live animals they gave no trouble. In

short, so long as they found flesh of animals

that had fallen hither and thither, they vexed

no creature. But in time they were con-

strained by necessity and violence. When
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you were created, and goats, sheep, cows,

oxen, camels, asses having seized, you drag-

ged away captive, nothing was left to any

animal in the jungle. Was their flesh found

again in the jungle ? Having become help-

less they began to hunt live animals. And
for our sake this is lawful, just as for you, in a

case of extreme urgency, it is right to eat

carrion. And this that you say, that in the

hearts of the beasts cruelty and mercilessness

are, we find not any animal complaining for

himself, as with you men make complaints.

And this that you say, that beasts tear the

bellies of animals, drink their blood and eat

their flesh, you also do this very thing. Hav-

ing slaughtered with knives, to rip off" the

skin, having slit the belly to crack the bones,

to waste and eat, these actions take place

with you. We do not so. If you reflect and

consider, then it will be evident that the tyran-

ny of beasts is not parallel to yours. And
you pursue such conduct among yourselves

with your own brothers and servants as

beasts are not acquainted with. And this

that you say, that ' from you no profit comes

to anybody,' this, however, is manifest, that

from our hide and hair profit comes to you all.

And so many hunting animals as are impris-

oned about your houses, having hunted, yield

you food. But rather tell this, what profit

comes from you to the animals? The injury

is manifest, that, having sacrificed the ani-

mals, you eat their flesh, and there is in you

such stinginess with us, that your dead bodies

also you bury in the ground, that we may not

get and eat them. No profit comes to us

from your living nor from your dead. And
this that you say, that beasts make slaughter

and plunder of the animals, this, too, the ani-

mals have adopted from seeing you. For
from the days of Cain and Abel* down to this

time, they have been all along perceiving

that you always continue engaged in squab-

bling and scuffling. Because Rustem, Isfan-

dyar, Jamshed, Zuhak, Faredun, Afrasyab,

Manuchihar, Darius, Alexander, etc., were
always occupied with battle and bloodshed—
and in this passed away. Even now you are

engaged in war and wickedness, for all wliich

you shamelessly glory and give the beasts a

bad name. You desire by fraud and calumny
to secure your own dominion, as you must
always be occupied with jangling and wrang-
ling. Does one ever see the beasts among

*Habeel and Kabeel in the original.

themselves do injury one to another? If you

well observe and carefully consider the con-

duct of the animals, then will it appear that

they are in some respects better than you."

The deputy of the men said :
'

' And is there

any proof of this?" He said: "Whoever in

your race is a monk or devotee, leaving your

country, betakes himself to the mountains and

jungles where are the dwellings of the beasts,

and with them day and night maintains warm
friendship—the beasts harm them not. But

if the beasts were not better than you, then

for what do your monks and devotees go to

them ? Because the steady and sober go not

among the wicked ; nay, they flee from them.

This is proof that the beasts are better than

you. And another proof is this, that if to

tyrannical kings any man of quietness and

piety becomes suspect, they turn him out into

the jungle. If the beasts do not trouble him,

then by this they conclude that this is an hon-

est and upright person. Because every one

recognizes a fellow of his own species. For

this reason the beasts, knowing a good man,

do not trouble him. It is true, ' Saint know-

eth saint.' Yes, among beasts also are^ricked

and vile ones. Where is this not so? In

every race there are both bad and good. But

those beasts which are bad, even they do not

molest the honest and good, but bad men they

go and eat."

What hour the agent of the animals had

delivered himself of this speech, a sage from

the company of genii said: "This one speaks

truth. They who are good people, fleeing

from the bad, make friendship with the good,

even though they be of another race. And
those who are bad, they also flee from the

good, and going among the bad, associate

with them. If men were not bad and base,

for what should their monks and devotees be

always going to the deserts and mountains,

and find protection with the beasts, notwith-

standing the difference of race. Because

between these and those there is no visible

affinity, but in good qualities certainly they

are partners." The whole assembly of genii

said: "This one has spoken truth. There is

no mistake or falsehood in him." The men
hearing from every side this reproach and

malediction, being exceedingly abashed, all

hung down their heads.

X.

{Conclusion of the Controversy.]

What hour they had delivered themselves

of this discoursing, a sage of the genii said

:
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" assembled men and animals, those beings

who are spiritual and discerning you are

ignorant of, and a multitude that have no

connection with the body, them you do not

know. And they are immaterial souls and

uncompounded spirits which dwell in the

houses of the heavens. Some among them

who constitute the angelic society, they are

set over the sphere of the heavens. And some

who dwell in the latitude of the cold sphere,

they are genii and the crew of devils. But if

you consider the multitude of this population,

then you will perceive plainly that men and

animals in comparison with them retain no

existence. For this reason, that the region

of the cold sphere is tenfold greater than the

sea and the dry land, and the region of the

heavenly sphere exceeds by ten parts even

the sphere of cold. In the same manner the

sphere of the heavens is ten parts greater than

all the spheres of the moon. In short, be-

tween every upper and the next lower sphere

there is the same proportion. And all these

spheres are filled with bright creatures. Not

a span of room is left. These immaterial

spirit* reside there. But oh men, if you could

see the multitude of them, then you would

perceive plainly that before them your race

retains no dignity, and your crowd and mul-

titude do not demonstrate, after all, that you

are masters and all animals your slaves. Be-

cause all are servants of God, and his subjects

and soldiers. He has made some the subjects

and dependents of others. In short, in such

manner as he desired, by his consummate

wisdom, in them his decreed arrangements

have come to pass. In every condition there

is cause to render him praise and thanks."

What time the Hakeem of the Genii had

ended this speech, the king said to the men,
" To every matter on which you have boasted

the animals have given answer. And what-

ever else remains for you to say, make
known." A Preacher of Hafaz said, " There

are other excellences in us by which it is

established that we are masters and the ani-

mals slaves." The king said, "Make them
known."

He said, "Allah Most High has promised
us many favors : resurrection from the dead

;

to roam in every direction over the universe

;

in the reckoning of the judgment to pass over
the bridge Sirat; Paradise; Eternity; the

Garden of Eden; the Garden of Rest; the

House of Peace; the Mansion of Rest; the

House of Residence; the House of Sobriety;

the Fountain of Salsabil; rivers with wine

and milk, honey and water; high houses;

society of wives ; the nearness of God. Many
other favors besides these has Allah Most

High laid up for us. Where are these things

in store for the animals ? This same is proof

that we are masters and the animals our

slaves. And beside these favors and excel-

lences, there are also many distinctions con-

ferred on us which we have not mentioned."

The Bulbul, spokesman of the birds, said:

" As Allah Most High lias made you promises

of good, in the same manner has he also

made for your sorrow threatenings of evil.

For instance, the torment of the grave, the

examination of Munkir and Nakir, the terrors

of the day of judgment, the stern scrutiny,

the entering into hell, the torments of Jahan-

nam, Jahim, Sagar, Lazzah, Sair, Hotama,

Hawya, the putting on the tarred shirt, drink-

ing the yellow water, eating of the thorny tree

Zagur, to dwell near the King of Hell, a neigh-

bor of devils, to be imprisoned in torments, all

these are for your sake. Besides these there are

also many other torments and tortures. And
we are free from these ; as he has made us no

promise of reward, even so also has he made
us no threat of torment. Under God's com-

mand we are content and thankful. No action

or conduct of ours brings us either profit or

loss. So we and you are equal in proof.

You have no advantage over us."

The Hijazee said, "How are we and you

equal ? Because we in any case shall survive

forever. If we have rendered obedience to

God, then we shall abide with propnets and

saints and keep friendship with those people

who are blessed—sages, good, just, noble, de-

vout, holy, righteous, pious; and there is a

similitude to the society of angels in those

people who become eminent in doing right-

eousness. They long to see the face of God.

And with their soul and substance they turn

towards him—and on him they place their

trust. To him they make request and look

with hope; and with tear of him they tremble.

And if we are sinners and do not his command-

ments, then by the intercession of the proph-

ets we shall be delivered. Particularly by

the intercession of Nabr Sarhag, Rassur, Be-

Shakh, will all our sins go pardoned. After

that we shall dwell forever in Paradise. And
the angels will say this to us: ' Peace be unto

you ! blessed be ye ! and enter into Paradise

!

dwell there forever ! and you, as many as are

of the herd of animals, having been shut out
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from all these favors, after separation from I

the world, shall become wholly mortal. Your !

very name and sign shall pass away."

This word was heard by the representatives
j

of all the animals; *nd the sage of the genii

said, "Now you have spoken the word of

truth and shown mighty evidence ! In such

things do boasters boast ! Now, however,

declare this: those people about whom these

praises and panegyrics are, what way are

their virtues and excellencies and righteous-

nesses manifested ? If you know, then declare

distinctly." All the men for a moment re-

mained thoughtful and silent. None of them

was able to give an account.

After a moment, an acute and eloquent man
said, "0 just king, since the justice of men's

claims has been made manifest in this pres-

ence, and this too has been shown, that of

them there is such a multitude that are ap-

proximated to the Divinity, and through them

illustrious qualities, glorious achievements,

angelic and beautiful virtues, just and holy

dispositions, strange and wondrous exploits

have appeared, at the relation 01 which the

tongue falters and the mind fails, wherefore

should the ear of majesty be any longer

wearied with these idle criminations and

recriminations, which do verily threaten nev-

er to cease, and which, were they never so long

protracted, would be only as an unmeaning and

fleeting jargon before the majestic oracle of

truth ? Be graciously pleased, king, to make

thy sentence heard, that thy servants may no

longer consume thy time and waste their own
breath, but may be dismissed to resume their

proper duties to thee and to Allah Most High."

Whereupon the king, looking around be-

nignly on the assembly, lifted up his voice

and said, "0 men, and ye deputies of the ani-

mals, much truth and wisdom deserving to be

pondered hath been spoken by both parties

in this controversy. Allah Most High hath

made man to rule over the creatures, but not

to tyrannize over them—to be their shepherd

and wise governor, not their selfish and proud

oppressor ana extortioner. He is set to gov-

ern them for their good, and to see that they

destroy not him, themselves, nor each other,

remembering that there are beings to whom
he is inferior, as the animals are to him. The

glory of all created beings consists in fulfill-

ing each its several sphere of service to oth-

er creatures, and to Allah Most High. In ma-
king themselves despots over each other,

they make themselves rebels against him.

Depart, then, all of you, to your several places

and paths of duty and of gratification, which

Allah Most High has marked out for you,

who gives to every creature what it needs,

and requires of each only according to

what he hath given. Let this be a comfort

to the weak, the ignorant, and the defense-

less—a warning to the strong, the knowing,

and the independent. Allah Most High is

the Father and the Judge of all."

Hearing these words, m wondering rever-

ence and submissive silence, the whole assem-

bly, bowing thrice to the dust, retired the way
they had come, the men to their cities, and

the animals, both tame and wild, to their lairs,

nests, eyries and stalls, and the dispute was
never renewed.

Two Chapters of Epictetus.

BY T. W . H I G G I N S O N

[Epictetus, the chief of the later Stoics, was origin-

all', a slave, *id fche property of one of Nero's body-

guards. He was born in the first century of our era.

These chapters are newly translated from the Greek.]

Chapter III.

How, from the doctrine that God is the Father

of Mankind, ube may proceed to its eonse-

quences.

If a person could be persuaded of this

principle as he ought, that we are all origin-

ally descended from God, and that he is the

Father of men and gods, I conceive he never

would think of himself meanly or igno-

bly. Suppose Cesar were to adopt you, there

would be no bearing your haughty looks;

and will you not feel ennobled on knowing

yourself to be the son of God? Yet, in

fact, we are not ennobled. But having two

things united in our composition, a body in

common with the brutes, and reason in com-

mon with the gods, many incline to this un-

happy and mortal kindred, and only some few

to that which is happy and divine. And as,

of necessity, every one must treat each par-

ticular thing according to the notions he

forms about it, so those few, who suppose

that they are made for faith and honor and

a wise use of things, will never think meanly

or ignobly concerning themselves. But with

the multitude the case is contrary: "For

what am I ? A poor, contemptible man, with

this miserable flesh of mine!" Miserable in-

deed. But you have likewise something bet-

ter than this poor flesh. Why, then, over-
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looking that, do you pine away in attention

to this ?

By means of this [animal] kindred, some of

us, deviating towards it, become like wolves,

faithless and crafty and mischievous; others,

like lions, wild and savage and untamed ; but

most of us foxes, and disgraceful even among

brutes. For what else is a slanderous and

ill-natured man but a fox, or something yet

more wretched and mean ? Watch and take

heed, then, that you do not sink thus low.

Chapter IV.

Of Progress.

He who is entering on a state of progress,

having learnt from the philosophers that Good

should be sought and Evil shunned, and hav-

ing learnt, too, that prosperity and peace are

no otherwise attainable by man than in not

missing what he seeks nor incurring what he

shuns—such an one removes totally from him-

self and banishes all wayward desire, and

shuns only those things over which he can

have control. For if he should attempt to

shun those things over which he has no

control, he knows that he must sometimes

incur that which he shuns, and be unhappy.

Now if virtue promises happiness, prosperity

,

and peace, then progress in virtue is certainly

progress in each of these. For to whatever

point the perfection of anything absolutely

brings us, progress is always an approach

towards it.

How happens it, then, that when we con-

fess virtue to be such, yet we seek and make
an ostentatious show of progress in other

things ? What is the business of virtue ?

A life truly prosperous.

Who is in a state of progress, then ? He
who has best studied Chrysippus ? Why,

does virtue consist in having read Chrysippus

through? If so, progress is confessedly no-

thing else than understanding a great deal of

Chrysippus: otherwise we confess virtue to

consist in one thing, and declare progress,

which is an approach to it, to be quite an-

other thing.

This person, they say, is already able to un-

derstand Chrysippus, by himself. ' 'Certainly,

sir, you have made a vast improvement!"
What improvement? Why do you delude

him? Why do you withdraw him from a

sense of his real needs? Why do you not

show him the real function of virtue, that he
may know where to seek progress? Seek it

there, unfortunate, where your work lies.

And where doth your work lie ? In learning

what to seek and what to shun, that you may
neither be disappointed of the one nor incur

the other; in practicing how to pursue and

how to avoid, that you may not be liable to

fail; in intellectual assent and doubt, that

you may not be liable to be deceived. These

are the first and most necessary things. But

if you merely seek, by trembling and lamenta-

tion, to keep away all possible ills, what real

progress have you made?
Show me, then, your progress in this point.

As if I should say to a wrestler, "Show me
your muscle," and he should answer me,

"See my dumb-bells." Your dumb-bells are

your own affair : I desire to see the effect of

them.

Take the treatise on the Active Powers,

and see how thoroughly I have perused it."

I do not inquire into this, slavish man

;

but how you exert those powers,—how you

manage your desires and aversions, your in-

tentions and purposes ; how you meet events,

whether in accordance with Nature's laws, or

contrary to them. If in accordance, give me
evidence of that, and I will say you improve;

if the contrary, go your way, and not only

comment on these treatises, but write such

yourself; and yet what service will it do you?

Do not you know that the whole volume is

sold for a trifle? Doth he who comments

upon it, then, value himself at more than that

sum ? Never make your life to consist in one

thing and yet seek progress in another.

Where is progress, then ?

If any of you, withdrawing himself from ex-

ternals, turns to his own Will, to train and

perfect and render it conformable to Nature,

—noble, free, unrestrained, unhindered,

faithful, humble; if he hath learnt, too, that

whoever desires or shuns things which are out

of his own power, can neither be faithful nor

free, but must necessarily take his chance

with them; must necessarily, too, be subject

to others—to such as can procure or prevent

what he desires or shuns: if, rising in the

morning, he observes and keeps to these

rules, bathes regularly, eats frugally, and to

every subject of action applies the same fixed

principles; if a racer, to racing; if an orator,

to oratory,—this is he who truly makes pro-

gress; this is he who hath -not labored in

vain. But if he is wholly intent on reading-

books, and hath labored that point only, and

traveled for that, I bid him go home imme-
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diately and do his daily duties, since that

which he sought is nothing.

The only real thing is, to study how to rid

life of lamentation and complaint, and Alas I

and I am undone, and misfortune, and fail-

ure; and to learn what death, what exile,

what a prison, what poison is; that he may

be able to say in a prison, like Socrates, "My
dear Crito, if it thus pleases the gods, thus let

it be;" and not, "Wretched old man, have I

left my gray hairs for this !" Do you ask who
speaks thus? Do you think I quote some

mean and despicable person ? Is it not Priam

who says it? Is it not (Edipus? Nay, how
many kings say it? For what else is tragedy

but the dramatized sufferings of men, bewil-

dered by an admiration of externals ? If one

were to be taught by fictions that things be-

yond our Will are nothing to us, I should re-

joice in such a fiction, by which I might live

prosperous and serene. But what you wish

for, it is your business to consider.

Of what service, then, is Chrysippus to us ?

To teach you that those things are not false

on which true prosperity and peace depend.
'

' Take my books, and you will see how true

and conformable to Nature are those things

which give me peace." How great a happi-

ness! And how great the benefactor who
shows the way! To Triptolemus all men
have raised temples and altars, because he

gave us a milder kind of food:* but to him

who hath discovered and brought to light and

communicated the truth to all, the means, not

of living merely, but of living well; who
among you ever raised an altar or a temple,

or dedicated a statue, or who worships God in

his name ? We offer sacrifices in memory of

those who have given us corn and the vine;

and shall we not give thanks to God for those

who have nurtured such fruit in the human
breast, even the truth which makes us

blessed ?

* Triptolemus was said to have introduced agricul-

ture and vegetable food among men, under the guid-
ance of Ceres.

—Man is continually in a refining furnace.

In his daily revolutions around his central

idea, he is continually learning more and
more of what he really is. The bright light

emitted by this high central sun of his exist-

ence showeth him the light and shade of every

action. He obtains correct views, correct

knowledge, and becometh truly humble in

speech and action.

—

Linton.

The Natural Safeguards of Virtue.ev

BY O. B. FROTHINGHAM.

On taking up a bulky and very abstruse

book on Ontology, the other day, we came
on the following startling ideas with which

the friends of Progress have some concern.

The writer's positions are these : That all the

powers that act to keep men noble, pure, vir-

tuous, truthful, good, just, come from above

—as a supernatural gift and special influence.

Moral ideas, moral sentiments, moral convic-

tions, moral resolutions, moral purposes,

determinations, endeavors, are, said this wri-

ter, literally inspired—breathed into man im-

mediately by God ; added to him as a kind of

supplement to his nature, not planted in

him as a part of the endowment of his nature.

Society is kept in place, not by powers im-

planted in its constitution, but by an influx

directly from above.

This author further went on to maintain that

the continuance of these moral forces in the

world, the constancy of their action, and the

power of their working, were secured by the

presence of certain divine institutions, the chief

of which is the church, with its revealed doc-

trines, ordained priesthoods, and saving sacra-

ments, all established by God to serve as organs

of his special and exceptional influence on the

world of mankind. The weakening of these,

lie contended, was the weakening of the

moral element in society; the destruction of

these was their destruction. An age of ques-

tioning, of doubt, of uneasiness, of skepticism,

will and must, therefore, be an age of immo-

rality. Such an age is this we live in. The

age we live in, consequently, is a demoral-

ized age, in which the safeguards of virtue are

enfeebled and in danger of breaking down al-

together.

What this writer says, arguing as a phi-

losopher, deliberately and gravely, other

people say loosely all the time : that the

moral universe has no self-subsisting element;

that things may get out of joint; that the

moral world may fall into disorder ; that moral

forces may be weakened; that the moral law

may be deprived of its sanction ; that the bal-

ance of things may not be preserved; that evil

deeds may be done with impunity, and that

good deeds may be done without praise or re-

ward. As if the safeguards of virtue rested

on the moods or dispositions or characters of

men, aud were unsettled by their unsettling;
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as if the authority of goodness was unstable

and precarious, and fell in pieces or vanished

away when men were foolish, faithless, forget-

ful, or disobedient.

Thinking this over more and more, it

seemed to us one of the strangest opinions

that was ever entertained. We considered,

that, here we were in this world, placed in this

world by the Power that appoints our lot,

living in this world from birth to death : liv-

ing lives of care, toil, effort, suffering, sorrow,

accountability, duty, here : living with a duty

to ourselves, to our neighbors, to mankind at

large : with a duty to the poor, the weak, the

miserable, the wicked, and all the rest; living

in the midst of trial and temptation : on all

hands solicited, on all hands driven and

harassed ; here we were, living in the world

;

living wholly in the world ; living all over in

it; every part of us called for, demanded,

used, day by day; no part of us spared, no

part of us released or relieved; affections ap-

pealed to—drawn upon nigh to exhaustion all

the time, by social and domestic relations, by

kindred, friends, humanity, craving every sort

of sentimental gratification, from kindness to

reverence, from compassion to charity, from

simple tenderness to lofty self-sacrifice : con-

science tasked to the utmost by the work it has

to do—straining, groaning, fainting in the ef-

fort to discharge the ordinary duties of ordi-

nary existence, while heroisms and martyrdoms

are possible, and crying out to become actual

all the time: Hope trying to pierce the blue

above the clouds, and beating the gusty air

with tired wing, its birdlike song dying away,

drowned by the noise of the elements ; Faith

holding hard by things impalpable, and strain-

ing its eye for a sight of things unseen; Trust

making vain endeavors to lie still beneath

dark, overshadowing clouds ! Here we are,

and here we live, with hourly necessity laid

upon us to be men and women, worthy of our

place and worthy of our nature ; no let up for

so much as a moment to any energy of mind
or heart or will; kept at work continually;

every deed counted, every word reckoned,

every thought weighed; discipline and duty

omnipresent, inexorable; no misgiving, or

weariness, or doubt, or questioning, admitted

in excuse for disloyalty.

And now can we believe it possible that in

such a condition of experience we should be
left unprovided with motives adequate to im-
pel us towards the duties which we must dis-

charge? with safeguards to protect us from

destruction? with inducements to win us

kindly on ? with dissuasions to warn us gra-

ciously back ? with prospects to make the fu-

ture glorious? with prospects to make the

future gloomy and terrible, if need be ? Can
we believe that the needful and salutary im-

pelling, restraining, guiding, and saving

forces, are so given as to be at the mercy of

our caprice? are so given as to be exposed to

diminution by our foolish questioning or mis-

trust or forgetfulness ? are so given, that their

efficacy is neutralized by our waywardness,

and their very existence is made precarious

by the movements of our thought ? Can we
believe that a critic has it in his power to eat

out the substance of virtue's eternal sanction ?

that a scholar can impair the strength of the

imperative persuasions of honesty? that a

thinker can resolve the laws of immutable

morality into cobwebs which men may walk

through and brush away with their feet?

Can we believe that the constitution of society,

with all that makes society the firm, compact,

growing, developing marvel that it is, maybe
disorganized by a freak of willfulness ?

Why, no, indeed, we cannot. Supply of

force must be as natural and constant as de-

mand for force. Motive must be as imper-

ishable as duty. The safeguards of virtue

must be as indestructible as the obligations of

virtue. If accountability is immanent and

permanent, the means of keeping it must be

no less so. If skepticism can stop the sources

of inspiration, skepticism ought to be able to

stop the sources of need. The universe would

be badly balanced if it were otherwise.

And now, without further argument on this

point, let us come at once to the matter of

fact; let us ask what these natural safe-

guards are; or, rather, let us, taking their

existence for granted, see them exactly as

they are in their strength, their richness, and

their beauty. Let us look at the persuasions

and at the dissuasions ; at promise and at men-

ace; at the glories, and at the glooms as well

—the lights and shadows of social law.

And first, the glories. What magnificent

hopes does our ordinary existence hold out

to the man who will cultivate a pure and

right reason ! What promise of power: over

the elements of life; to make labor easy; to

secure enjoyment, privilege, comfort; to di-

minish pain; to alleviate care; to send off dis-

appointment and misery ; to adorn existence

with beauty, and enrich it with wealth

!

What influence over men—to instruct, guide,
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elevate, ennoble! What peace and content-

ment come with it ! peace amid discords, con-

tentment amid distractions ! What joy—to

the imagination, the fancy, the intellect!

With what lovely images it crowds the mind

!

What delicious pictures it hangs on the walls

of contemplation I In such a world of plenary

glory as this is—with such mysteries waiting

to be unvailed to us every moment—with

such revelations waiting to be received by the

honest mind, the wonder is that men do not

all devote themselves to the task of polishing

away from the fair mirror which reflects the

world of experience all the films of folly, igno-

rance, stupidity, perversity, that cloud it and

make it useless for its high purpose.

What wealth of happiness, again, does not

life offer to him who will keep a pure and in-

nocent heart ! Difficult as the culture of the

will may be, still the prize is more than worth

the toil. The peace and quietude which the

single-hearted know—the freedom from indif-

ference and from anger; from envy, jealousy,

and contempt; the consciousness of being at

amity with all men ; of having, or deserving

to have, no enemies; the feeling of friendli-

ness, warm, confiding, constant; the joy of

gratitude ; the still deeper joy of forgiveness

;

the lovely presence of charity —long suffering,

kind, thinking no evil, hoping all, enduring all,

believing all : making theheart ache with thejoy

ofgiving, and not with the pain ofrefusing: the

satisfaction of feeling that you love your fel-

low-men—the wise and good, the pure and

the gentle : the dependent, too, and the

weak, the ignorant, the wretched—how afflu-

ent and how precious a reward like that ! To

feel, too, that others love you; that you are

not an object of merited hate or scorn, or in-

difference, even ; that kindred love you, and

friends, husband, wife, children; that the

good love you, the innocent, the true-hearted,

the benevolent, and the high-souled ; that the

poor love you, and the sick, and the sorrow-

ful: the orphaned, the persecuted, the op-

pressed; that men regard you as a friend

— trust you— are glad to meet you—wel-

come an opportunity to do you a service—lay

aside falsity and affectation in your presence

—are proud to claim a common humanity

with you: all this promise and reward, pres-

ent and continuing, every simple, true, hon-

est heart, receives as naturally and certainly

as the sun receives an answering smile from

flowers. It sees itself reflected in the faces of

those it helps; hears itself answered in their

voices ; beholds itself repeated in grateful and
dutiful children—in trusting and thankful de-

pendents. It is assured of its praise in the

smile it calls up on sad countenances ; in the

rest that steals from it into troubled minds ; in

the composure of the fearful and distracted

;

in the recovery of such as had gone astray; in

the mitigation of human resentments—the

substitution of confidence and charity for sus-

picion and ill-will : of reconciliation for ani-

mosity : of forgiveness for revenge.

Nor are the inducements to cultivate the

noblest personal virtues less strong or less en-

gaging than the inducements to cultivate sim-

plicity and kindness of disposition. Who
that has ever known or conceived the satis-

faction of a healthy frame, thinks any sacri-

fice great to attain it ? To be well ; to be free

from physical disorder ; to feel existence to be

a boon; to be clear of brain and elastic of

limb ; to be able heartily to enjoy the feast of

life ; to have a nervous system that responds

to every touch of Nature, that feels the loveli-

ness of morning and evening, and thrills to

the sweet, invisible influences that visit each

delicate sense and pour their tides of joy

through myriads of subtile channels into the

mind; to be pure and sensitive in membrane

and nerve and tissue—why, what a splendid

privilege is that ! What a motive is here for

temperance, chastity, and high personal

respect

!

Nor are we compelled to look far away for

the reward of manliness, in its nobler forms of

personal honor and truth. For these virtues

bring with them most solid and abundant gain.

There is the grand conviction of personal dig-

nity and worth ; there is the sense of freedom

from whatever is base and contemptible ; there

is the honest pride of a spotless conscience

and a blameless heart—itself a heaven of hap-

piness; there is human esteem, veneration,

and love; there is the power to influence pub-

lic opinion, to strengthen the bonds of righte-

ous fellowship between man and man, to

augment the sum of high principle in the

community, and to support and confirm those

everlasting pillars of equity by which the

world is sustained. Can a man who has the

privilege of entering into rewards like these,

—at whatever price of self-denial purchased—

by whatever sacrifice of comfort and luxury

acquired—complain that there is no natural

and omnipresent inducement to manliness?

What inducement, then, would he have?

What could supernatural grace offer more?
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What could supernatural influence supply be-

side ? If we were gods, we could ask nothing

better

!

We contend that excellence, in its most di-

vine and awful shape, is abundantly motived

and amply rewarded by the powers that are

inherent in the constitution of things. In fol-

lowing the path of duty in its roughest and

thorniest state; in making sacrifice; in en-

countering perils for the benefit of others;

in enduring hardness for a principle; in re-

signing friendship and reputation in a just

cause, man finds the motives that encourage

and sustain all along the path. Heroism is

heroism's glorious meed. The consciousness

that you can put aside selfish desire ; that you

can make best out of worst; that you can

hold yourself up under trial and temptation by

force of great convictions, is of itself a godlike

joy—a joy which is supreme in the midst of

sufferings, and could not be balanced by any

amount of indulgence and repose. All who

know such character, love it and revere it

:

suffer with it and rejoice with it; admire it;

celebrate it; its memory goes down from son

to son, a glory and a praise among a man's

descendants ; it gives a tradition of nobleness

to a family, at any rate; it is a background of

integrity for children and children's children

;

it is defense, safeguard, inspiration ; it deepens

the sanctions of justice; it feeds all high

sentiments and purposes, and gives life to

earnest endeavor. This it does for every-

body; this it does everywhere and all the

time; this it does naturally and as if by the

constitution of things ; this it does without

distinction of persons—be a man Spiritualist

or Materialist, Theist, Deist, or Atheist— this

it does for him: and could anything do more?

Could more than this be given or done in

compensation for any qualities that man can

imagine as being possessed by a rational be-

ing? The respect of the purest and best

people : the admiration of those who admire

nothing but worth : the honor of those who
honor nothing but truth, comprehends all that

we can conceive of wealth and privilege.

Heaven promises no better than this, and this

makes a heaven here on the earth ; this hal-

lows the very ground ; this builds consecrated

monuments, and makes cities, towns, streets,

houses, caves, places of pilgrimage whither

people resort for peace and consolation ; this

gives world-wide significance to famous men
and famous deeds—makes great epochs in

history: and, whether it be manifested in hum-

ble places or in places of eminence, by lowly

or by distinguished people, aids in recreating

humanity.

Now let us glance at the other side. It is

strange enough thatanyshouldhave questioned

the terrible reality of the power that girds us

about as with a wall of fire, and hedges us in

as by lines of lances, and makes our trans-

gressions turn on us with fiery fangs, to scare

us back into Eden. It is strange enough that

any should have doubted the full sufficiency

of penalty—if so we will call it—that is visited

on men in perfectly natural ways, by per-

fectly organized agencies ; or that they should

have deemed it necessary to supply an appen-

dix of suffering in another world to make
amends for any deficiency of it in this.

Immunity! Impunity! Why, there is no

such thing; one cannot imagine such a thing.

Doom follows transgression as coldness fol-

lows shade. It clings to the moment. The

kind law leaves us not an instant without our

friendly warning.

See with what tremendous severity even

frailties are scourged. Faults, which are not

mischievous enough to be crimes, nor willful

enough to be sins, bring on their possessor

immediate and grave penalties: batteries of

cannon discharged against mosquitoes—
swords of cherubim drawn against gnats

!

It seems sometimes as if Nature acted on the

old theory, that, every sin being a sin against

an infinite Being, was infinite, and merited an

infinite doom. He is a brave man, who, in

the face of obvious consequences, dares to

cherish even a foible. Indolence is an enti-

cing and pardonable weakness, but it entails

failure and backwardness; it dooms its de-

votee to a place in the rear of improvement,

and consigns him to the limbo of the hangers-

on; it impairs at once the impulse, the de-

sire, and the power to excel; defeats ambi-

tion, squanders faculty, destroys self-respect,

and subjects one to weariness and monotony

of existence—perhaps to ridicule. Procrasti-

nation is deemed a venial fault; but it is

reckoned with as a henious crime ; for, in the

accumulation of trouble it brings, in the mor-

tifying sense of imbecility, in the perpetual

missing of opportunity, in gradual heedless-

ness of duty, in the blame, the dislike, the

anger, of those whom it subjects to inconve-

nience, and possibly to distress, and, ulti-

mately, in the deep and hopeless regret which

overwhelms the mind, in view of arrears

of obligation that can never be brought up, a
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penalty is imposed, sufficient, one would

think, to make every man a minute man.

We need not speak of the warnings uttered

against willful ignorance, in the obscure posi-

tion it is compelled to take; in exclusion

from the delights of knowledge and from the

companionship of the intelligent ; in shameful

if not ruinous blunders ; in frequent ignominy

and tingling disgrace; in mental vacuity,

ennui, insensibility to the merits of genius,

incapacity for intellectual enjojnnents, and in

the torment of assaulting passions, always

ready to vex the giddy brain.

We need no evidence to show that incon-

stancy is a very grave offense against the

sanctity of natural law. The lickle can have

no abiding affections. His life is a series of

idle changes and fruitless experiments and

vain caprices. His mind loses its continuity

of thought; his purposes waver, till they

cease to be purposes ; aim supplants aim, de-

sire neutralizes desire, ambition annuls ambi-

tion, in such swift succession, that he can

hardly wish a thing long enough to obtain it,

nor hold a thing long enough to enjoy it.

Forever changing, he has no principle; for-

ever questioning, he has no faith; forever

failing, he has no contentment; and while

thus enduring the curse of a dissipated exist-

ence, he must endure also the pity or the

scorn of the true-hearted. Who, considering

all this, will venture to say that the unstable

in sentiment, conscience, or faith, go unjudged

through this world ? that one may with im-

punity be a flirt, a turn-coat, or an apos-

tate?

Come to vices, and vices that society tol-

erates: What hundreds have returned, as it

were, from the dead, to tell us ot the hell

which is prepared on earth, and within the

four walls of the body, for vice like intemper-

ance and incontinence. Great God, what
voices from what gaping mouths which the de-

mons have torn open I Who has not heard

the reformed drunkard tell his tale of horrors;

his days of stupor, his nights of sleepless ago-

ny, his frightful suffering when the flame

burned his vitals—when every drop of blood

was melted lead, and every nerve a thread of

thrice-heated steel ? of his hideous visions of

pursuing toes, his fury-haunted dreams, and
the bottomless abysses of shame into which
his very soul was plunged the moment it

came out of the deep of horrors. And as he
tried to picture his sufferings, who has not felt

that he was only telling how indescribable

they were? The drunkard's body—and the

same may be said of the glutton's and the vo-

luptuary's—is a seven-fold heated furnace, in

whose heat beauty, strength, delicacy of senti-

ment, nobleness of soul, wither and turn to

ashes, like grass in time of drought. The
sensualist tells us of one hell—not with his

voice, perhaps, but with Ms look, his counte-

nance, his mien. There is another hell which
he cannot describe, because it is too deep for

him to sound himself; the hell ofbeing a burden,

a nuisance, and a curse, to those who love

him most; of searing the hearts of those who
would die for him ; of inflicting daily crucifix-

ion on angelic spirits—that is a perdition such

as orthodoxy never described.

Are there no safeguards against knavery ?

Who will undertake to number them as they

hedge us about ? The dishonest or treacher-

ous man loses more than he gains, and must

restore to his creditors four-fold at last. He
loses public esteem and confidence ; he loses

employment and position; crimes he never

perpetrated or contemplated are laid at his

door, and men simply shrug their shoulders,

and say it serves him rightly. If there be

anything terrible in conscious falsity of heart,

in forfeiture of personal truth and honor, in

shamelessness and ever-present guile: if there

be anything terrible in the dread of exposure

and punishment; in the conviction that none

believe you save those who believe you to their

ruin; in the assurance that none wish you

prosperity and noue pity your adversity; that

your success is attributed to fraud, and your

failure is pointed at as a warning : if there be

anything terrible in the thought that you are

classified with sharpers and tricksters, pick-

pockets, swindlers, and thieves, the outcast

of mankind: if in all this there be anything

terrible, this, and no less than this, consti-

tutes the natural safeguard which Nature

throws around truth.

The culprit, it is true, may find temporary

relief in the society of those who are perverse

enough to justify him, or too timid to brand

him with infamy; but the avenging law does

not slumber nor sleep. Where the carcase is,

there the vultures gather. The harpies that

feed on corruption pounce on the corrupt;

plotters, maligners, traitors, become his cho-

sen or his destined companions: like draws

to like; the good abjure, the high-minded

stand aloof, the decent wax indifferent. The

man lives in a region of polar ice, where re-

spect stiffens into formalism, and affection
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freezes into etiquette, and the breath that ut-

ters words of courtesy chills the moment it

leaves the mouth. An atmosphere of insin-

cerity is about him. Men puff adulation into

his face and mutter contempt behind his back

;

coldly proffer aid when he is near—zealously

undermine him when he is absent, feeling

that his success is, after all, a reproach on

all truth and honor, and tacitly believing that

he will presently come to a shameful end.

The law of heaven is the law of earth as well.

The everlasting righteousness has its repre-

sentative in man. The human conscience is

the vicegerent of the Divine; and, with no
\

sparing or hesitating hand does it wield the
j

scourge of the Eternal Law. If the offender i

does not feel the blow, so much the worse for

him ; for to be insensible to suffering, is to be

hopeless of cure. It is the last condemnation

to be without a heart.

" In dream I saw a traitor throned; and lo !

Beneath his throne there grew a grievous pit,

That, yawning, slowiy 'gan engulfing it.

All trembling then, the sceptered inip cried,
'Ho—

"

Give help !' An army flew, and from that
woe

Redeeming, set him on a marble plain.
But see ! the marble yields ! Their help was

vain:
He sinks, and vengeful floods about him flow.
Then up an Alp they bear him—plant him

high,
And boast, ' Thy throne this granite will up-

hold,
And make thee king, companion of the sky,

Mating thy splendors with the morning gold!'
The crag 's a crater's throat while yet they

cry,

And the stern Fates their lawful prey enfold/'

These natural safeguards are extended even
to piety. That private and intimate posses-

sion of the soul is protected by angelic guard-
ians, that have their place in every square foot

of the earth's surface, and close by every

man'3 side. No church or sacrament or altar

is needed to save the sweet soul from the pol-

lution of desecration. To have no conscious

intercourse with the spirit of the Eternal ; to

have no boundless regions of thought or feel-

ing to flee to—no immensity of providential

care to find repose in ; in seasons of calamity
and affliction to be upborne by no wings of

faith; in seasons of lowness to feel no wind
of aspiration ; to have no supreme object of

gratitude for life's numberless and unmerited
gifts; no everlasting stay for the hesitating

conscience; no promise of a better than tem-
porary happiness—that indeed is doom.

If there be anything pitiable in a life thus
devoid of aspiration, trust, celestial motive,

heavenly aim; if there be anything debased

and brutal in a being thus destitute of the in-

ner spirit of whatever is high and beautiful,

and holy—then all this must be reckoned as

so much tender guardianship of that delicate

flower of spiritual life which men have taken

so much pains artificially to preserve. This

beautiful plant is not left to perish even in an

unbelieving and heathen world.

Is it said now that all these safeguards

prove insufficient to protect virtue from as-

sault ? that passion makes nothing of them

—

overleaps them—breaks through them—beats

them down, and goes ravaging about the

world precisely as though they were not insti-

tuted ? Are we confronted with the iact that

great malefactors, in all times, and in our

time no less than in any—live and flourish

bravely in flat defiance of all natural prohibi-

tion? Is not life crowded with evidences

showing that all we can do with our whole

apparatus of state and church, law and cus-

tom and usage, is insufficient to keep iniquity

within bounds ?

Yes—we sadly answer—yes. But we make

haste to add, that these natural safeguards

are, after all, the only real safeguards there

are ; that all others, however sacred in seem-

ing, derive their power from these; and if

passion breaks all others down, it breaks

these down last. We make haste to add, also,

that passion would not set these at naught, as

it does, if men were educated to understand

them, to appreciate their character, and to

weigh their force. Passion does not break

them down ; it does not injure them a parti-

cle; it does not impair their power an atom.

It simply is not always restrained by them

:

and if it is not restrained by them, it is be-

cause it does not perceive them : it does not

look for them : it does not look where they

are.

Break them, indeed ! They are broken

upon them ! But them, they only illustrate

and celebrate and glorify. There are no such

witnesses of the power and majesty of the na-

tural safeguards ofvirtue ; no such preachers of

their eternal grandeur; no such glorious illus-

trations of their omnipresence; no such ex-

emplars of their omnipotence, as they who
try to set them at naught. The greater the

trangressor, the more distinguished the wit-

ness; the prouder the apostate, the more

magnificent the testifier. When an archangel

dashes against the throne and falls, he not
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only demonstrates the immovability of the

throne, but he makes the splendor oi'its white-

ness shine down all the track of his great ruin.

It is by man's tremendous but ineffectual at-

tempts to break through them, that we have

come to know how adamantine in strength

these natural bulwarks are; how deep their

foundations, how high their towers, how long

and solid their walls. The law-breakers bear

the great testimony to law by a sort of invert-

ed martyrdom.

The great enormity and sacrilege of this

generation is the slaveholders' revolt against

republican institutions. Never was so bold a

defiance flung out to the laws of humanity

and the principles that govern the well-being

and peace of the social world. Never was

such haughty contempt of the universal con-

science, or such scornful disdain of the moral

law. It succeeded more than one would be-

lieve it could ; the deeps were broken up by it

:

it swept like a tornado through the land, and

menaced with destruction every civilized insti-

tution.

But in doing this, it has only laid bare the

adamantine foundations of life, and brought

us all face to face with the social law. Never

had the world been permitted to see such a

revelation of the avenger's face as these men
have madly made. They have opened an

Inferno to us, and the light of the war-torch

falling on the walls tells us, and tells the

world, as we gaze on the horrible spectacle of

devastation and woe, that the attempt to live

in disregard of the law of justice, has simply

eradicated a noble people's life. Morally,

they seem already exterminated. Our civil

war reads us a noble lesson—this : that Na-

ture is constant; that evil always withers be-

fore it; that justice always lies safely in the

hollow of its hand. It is a painful way to

learn the lesson: but if men will not learn

geology till after the earthquake, let them be

thankful that they learn it then. And if men
will not learn justice till after revolution, they

will learn it then in a way not soon forgotten.

The constitution of things is always suffi-

cient to itself. The pure and simple laws are

enough. The moral world is not builded

after the fashion of the middle-age cathedrals,

with great parade of calculations and numbers

—an army of buttresses surrounding it—enor-

mous stays and braces—clamps of stone and

iron—an everlasting scaffolding, which looks

as if it had been left there by mistake, and
should be taken away. It stands firm in the

simple strength of its materials, in the rigid

principles of form, in the perfect proportion

and adjustment of part to part: without prop

or buttress or exterior support of any kind

—

without staff or crutch or mystic number—it

stands forever and ever. Men look on and
think the moral edifice will fall when de-

prived of its ancient bulwarks. But its

strength is, after all, in its simplicity ; its sub-

stantial coherence holds it together, and its

walls will give shelter to mankind as long as

mankind shall need a shelter.

011L
BY GEORGE S. BURLEIGH

By the mossy runnel sitting,
Sin^iu.tr by the mossy stone,
See the joyous Little One,

Where the bird and bee are flitting.

Seeming lone, but not alone.

Fairy people, to her fancies
O'er the twinkling water shown,
By her murmured undertone

Modulate their cheery dances,
Gladdening her, nor her alone.

Sylphides rocking in the lilies,

Nestling in the buds unblown,
Crooning with a mellow drone,

Tell the Nymph that down the rill is,

"Sister ours is she alone."

And the Naiad on the water,
Fairer than the lily, prone,
In the sparkles round her sown

Sends a laugh up to this daughter,
Seen and heard by her alone.

Something in the liquid quiver,
Something in the breezes' moan,
Something from the oak o'ergrown

With its mossy beard, can give her
Fellowship when all alone.

With a glory in the glory,
Subtile shapes to sense unknown,
Floating in a luminous zone

Round her young life's palace doorway,
Leave her never quite alone.

Seems it as an anscel blessed,
Stooping from his beryl throne,
Took her small hand in his own,

And the happy child caressed,
As she sits and sings alone.

All her words are childlike simple,
And her tune ijoes twittering on
Just the same when words are none;

Like the clear pool's trembly dimple,
Where a pebble drops alone.

Looking up with innocent wonder
For the glory round her thrown,
Blue eyes, in hers, glimpsing down,

Shed love's lightuing without thunder,
And she feels no more alone.

In thy vision, darlinsr Minnie,
Taught to look beyond our zone,
Though he led thee to his throne,

By those dimpled fingers tiny,

I could feel, too, not alone.
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NEW YORK, MAY, 1865.

The Unitarian Convention.

This grand "National" Assembly, so long

anticipated, so loudly heralded, so solemnly

called, has met and separated. The attend-

ance was immense ; and if that may be taken

as an indication of the interest excited, that,

too, was wide-spread and deep. As many a3

one hundred and ninety-five churches were, it

is said, represented. Delegates came from

St. Louis, Chicago, and other western cities.

Ministers who had no churches, men of fame

in the walks of literature, attended as ob-

servers of the proceedings. Men who were

not clergymen, and never had been, were

drawn to New York, not from curiosity mere-

ly, but from a sincere desire to watch, and, if

possible, to participate in the doings of the

Convention. There was Mr. Bronson Alcott,

the philosopher, thinking it worth his while to

act as a representative of a small religious

society in Massachusetts, to which he had

been speaking for a few Sundays. There was

the well-known, eccentric reformer, Charles

C. Burleigh, whom we never suspected of go-

ing inside of a Unitarian meeting-house, pre-

senting his credentials as the representative

of a little company of men and women who
were willing to take part in the grand council.

There must have been something unusual in

the air when such men felt moved to attend a

convention of this kind. And there was
something unusual in the air.

The call had a brave sound. It announced

that "the crust of ecclesiastical and theolo-

gical usage, so long thickening with undis-

turbed possession of the surface, and which

we could not puncture, has been broken up,

as the ice is broken by the spring freshet;"

that "men's minds and hearts are emanci-

pated, at least for this noble hour, from the

dominion of mere usage;" that "there is a
longing for light, a hospitality toward truth,

a willingness to hear and do and accept new
things, with a courage, faith, and aptitude for

large and generous enterprises." And the
whole Unitarian body— both sides thereof,

without limit or partiality—were invited to
meet and mingle for the work in hand. It is

no wonder that every man came who could

find a pretext for coming, for no such call had

ever been sent out before.

We are sorry to put on record our impres-

sion that the Convention was a sad and hu-

miliating disappointment, so far as any of

the purposes above mentioned were con-

cerned. Mr. Clarke's sermon on Tuesday

evening was intended to strike the key-note

of the meeting ; but it did not strike it nobly.

The discourse was inconsistent in substance,

incoherent in arrangement, irresolute in pur-

pose, and wild in aim. The tone of its doc-

trine was oddly "evangelical," the language

was flavored with orthodox phraseology, and

while the preacher seemed to be exceedingly

liberal in his emphasis of Christian work and

in his welcome to Christian workers of every

name, he covertly assumed that they all, with-

out exception, were working, each in his own
fashion, with his own tools and under his

own designation, to do one and the same

thing that he was doing himself: namely, to

"bring men to the feet of Jesus." The

ground of union was not doctrine, but work;

not ritual, but work. All who did the work

were welcome, whether they were Deists, The-

ists, Eationalists, Naturalists, Supernatural-

ists, or Anti-Supernaturalists ; only the work

must be "bringing men to the feet of Jesus"
— '

' bringing souls to Christ. " We gaveup the

Convention after listening to the opening ser-

mon, which pitched its tune.

For a moment on Wednesday morning our

faith revived. Mr. Abbot Low, President of

the Chamber of Commerce—a very singular

personage to instruct a large body of divines

in what they were to believe—found fault with

the liberality of the sermon of the evening

previous, and was anxious that the Conven-

tion should adopt a set of articles—his own
creed— which was handed about, elegantly

printed on fine paper. He was called to or-

der, with many apologies, and his resolution

was laid on the table. After that a long

breath was drawn, and all went harmoniously

for the rest of the day.

On Thursday morning the Committee of

Twelve, who were appointed to report a form

of organization and principles of union, made

their statement. Then the trouble began.

The preamble, addressing the members of the

Convention as "disciples of the Lord Jesus

Christ," called forth comment, which would

soon have been debate between the con-

servatives and the radicals, if the Chair
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had not ruled all discussion of the Pream-

ble out of order, till the Constitution itself

had been submitted and accepted. The

Constitution was then submitted, article

by article ; and in the course of discussion on

it, the tone ofthe Convention was so unequivo-

cally declared, that, when the Preamble was

taken up afterwards, it passed without material

opposition. The radicals were clearly outnum-

bered, three to one, and remained silent ra-

ther than appear factious. That at least was

the only plausible explanation of their course.

The conservatives, in the meantime, took

pains, it seemed, to crowd into the objection-

able phrase all the theological animus it could

be made to hold, and limited as narrowly as

they could the scope of their sectarian name.

There was no controversy, for controversy was

useless. It was clear that nothing was to be

gained by opposition; and though nearly all

the prominent radicals were in attendance,

they made no demonstration, except by voting

on the resolutions. Had the conservatives

known their strength earlier, they might have

put and carried a moderate creed.

The Convention seemed likely to continue

to the end without theological discussion

—

everything looked serene—when one of the

Committee of Twelve — an impulsive, but

liberal man, evidently pricked in his con-

science by the wrong done to the liberals

in the rules and phrases adopted — arose

and offered a supplementary resolution, ex-

tending the sympathies of the Convention to

all earnest Christian men of whatever name.

This opened the door for fresh debate on the

old, vexed question of orthodoxy and hetero-

doxy, and the pent-up feeling of the conserva-

tives broke out with unprovoked and unac-

countable vehemence. The words of the

radicals—Mr. Ames and Mr. Collyer were the

only ones heard—were few, simple, calm, and

sweet. The words of their opponents were

many, forced, violent, and bitter.

Mr. Putnam, of Brooklyn, persisted in ta-

,

king up Mr. Low's previously tabled resolu-

tions, and pressing them stubbornly on the

Convention. Dr. Bellows made a wild and

intemperate speech against radicalism, in the

course of which he took ground violently

against the "spirit of the age," denounced

the modern doctrines of progress, contended

for a religion, instituted and organized, and
declared that he would rather, for his own part,

have the orthodox theology, under any of its

forms ofstatement, than the doctrines professed

bythe so-called liberals. Dr. Bellows afterwards

apologized for any harshness that he might

have been guilty of in his remarks; but as

there was no harshness towards individuals,

but only towards the principles of his own
"liberal" sect, the point of the apology was

not apparent to the casual observer.

There was no reply to Dr. Bellows. The

radicals were still silent— preserving their

temper and their self-respect, and calmly look-

ing on while the other side made its exhibi-

tion. Some wondered why they did not

speak ; but they had their own reasons, pro-

bably, for the stubborn silence they main-

tained. Perhaps they did not wish to aggra-

vate the temper of the opposition by useless

words. In fact, they could not have spoken

had they wished, for all further discussion was

precluded by the sudden introduction of the

miscellaneous business, which, according to

the original arrangements of the Convention,

had been assigned to Friday morning. The

Friday session was omitted, and the Conven-

tion was abruptly and unexpectedly dissolved

on Thursday afternoon. At the Social Festi-

val on Thursday evening the voices of the

conservatives alone were heard.

This brief statement of facts calls for no

comment. Whether the grand National Con-

vention met the expectations or the desires of

those who summoned it, we are unable to say.

It certainly met neither the expectations nor

the desires of a large number who were drawn

to it. It did not keep its word of promise to

the ear, and it sadly broke it to the hope. It

added more sectarianism to that which al-

ready existed; it disavowed the radicalism

which its letter of invitation made boast of; it

repelled the men who were more competent

than any others, perhaps, to do the work it

proposed and marked out; it drew the liberal

body back within the limits of a local denom-

ination, and rebaptized it with an old name
suggestive of dogmatism and saturated with

controversial animus; and instead of the

great liberal church of America, it gave us an

enlarged and stereotyped edition of the

American Unitarian Association.

We do not know that anybody complains of

this result of the much talked-of Convention.

If any do, we submit that their complaint is

unfounded. The Unitarian denomination has

a perfect right to do its own work in its own
way. It has a perfect right to decide lor it-

self what its work shall be, on what principles

and by what means it shall be done, and who
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shall be admitted to its fellowship and co-

operation.

It would have been more ingenuous—at

least it would have been more intelligible to

the public—had they published a less ambi-

tious programme; and it might have saved

some time and trouble if the invitations had

been less cordially extended to gentlemen,

who, it was well understood, could not co-

operate in any merely sectarian movement.

It would also have been kind to treat these

invited and dissenting guests with a little

more courtesy and respect. This, however,

was doubtless the fault of an excessive enthu-

siasm, winch may be overlooked.

The satisfaction of getting things well de-

lined is so great, that we cannot even regret

the issue of the Convention. The liberals will

be freed now from a little embarrassment,

by knowing positively where they do not be-

long; and will be ready for more complete in-

dependence or for more cordial combinations,

as may be judged expedient. Unitarianism

has a very small work to do, and will probably

be equal to the adequate discharge thereof.

The real work of the coming time—the work

of humanity—the work that demands know-

ledge, thought, reason, faith, and love—will

be done by other men and women, and will be

done better, now that so equivocal a party

has withdrawn from the field.

'yiHt-lpotfi.

BY AUGUSTA COOPER KIMBALL

Twas a secret to all that I loved him
;

I folded it close in my heart-
In the leaves of my blossoming heart—
And it seemed to those blood-beating petals

The nourishing, life-giving part;

And I said, " There is nobody knows
What is hid in the cup of my rose—

What a drop of sweet dew
Is concealed from the view

Of all eyes, in my pulse-throbbing rose."

But I never had thought of the angels—
That they could look into my soul,

And read every page of my soul:

Their clear eyes discovered the treasure ;

The life-giving secret they stole:

Then they envied me what was so dear,
And they charmed him away who was dear

;

So the crimson heart-rose
That began to unclose

Its beauty, is blighted and sere.

But the spirit of him that I worshiped

Is stronger and kinder than they

—

The angels that charmed him away—
For he comes through the star-lighted dark-

ness,

About my lone pillow to stay:

And the moon, peering into my room,

Lighting up the mysterious gloom,

Looks frighted and pale

Through her thin silver vail,

As though she shone into a tomb.

I know not if, waking or sleeping,

My soul is enwrapt in a dream-
In a mystical vision or dream-
When the Night watches me like a mother,

And the wan stars fitfully gleam;

For there rises a shadowy host

—

A wavering, shadowy host—

And they sway to and fro

Near a river's deep flow,

On the shores of a shade-haunted coast.

There is one I can tell from all others,

By the clear, tender glance of his eyes—
The mild, melting blue of his eyes

—

There is no earthly tint like the color:

That only is matched by the skies;

And he wanders apart from the rest,

And he folds me so close to his breast

!

Can an angel attain

The place that I gain-
That coveted pillow—his breast ?

Then he puts his lip down to my forehead,

Yet never can leave me a kiss
;

Oh could he once leave me a kiss,

The saints in the gold-s'reeted city

Ne'er claimed such a moment of bliss !

But he lifts up a radiant wing—
An eagerly quivering wing—

And he floats from my gaze

In a circle of rays,

Like a crystal gem set in a ring.

And I joy that the soul-reading angels

Cannot always lure him from me,

Nor hold him from coming to me
;

For when the Night sits like a mother,

And hushes the wail of the sea,

And quiets the land with her power,

Ah, that is the time and the hour

When he comes to unclose

My withered heart-rose,

And it opens a beautiful flower.

"Heaven is holy happiness. Happiness

cometh from higher development. Higher

development cometh trom more holy aspira-

tions and more goodly employment."
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New Belief and Old Opinion :

A Critical Survey of the Beliefs and Opinions

of Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.

BY EDWARD C. TOWNE.

C HAPTER VI.

The Fatliex'lioocl of Grod.

I.

We come now to Mr. Beech er'3 views of

God's control and care of his offspring. His

testimony here is explicit. He rarely ad-

vances any fragment of the old system. And
the system as a whole, the substance of ra-

tionalized orthodoxy taught by Lyman Beech-

er and Dr. Taylor of New Haven, he utterly

sets aside. Is he honest? We believe fully

that he is, and yet it seems as though Mr.

Beecher must be more than half conscious

that he has wholly overturned the dogmatic

citadel from which his father hurled arrows

of fire at every form of this new belief. If he

is conscious of this, and does not frankly con-

fess his faith, he cannot be acquitted of very

great dishonesty.

For the most part we shall give here only

Mr. Beecher's positive teaching of new belief.

This is the substance of all that he has ad-

vanced on the present topic. In the following

Mr. Beecher is speaking of the return of a son

who has run through a course of sin, and has

sought his father in the misery of his ruin

:

"All there is of fatherhood in your soul re-

vives. If you have buried him in your pride,

there is resurrection for him through your
love. Every father takes back the son whom
he can help to be a man once more, and no
human creature that lives on the earth, if he
will turn, sickened, from that which is evil in

him, and lilt up his head, and say, ' Father,
have mercy! Father, help!' will ask the di-

vine compassion and aid in vain. The short-

est distance between the world and the throne
above, is that between the lip of the penitent
and the ear of God; and the moment a man
that is sinful has a sense of his sinfulness, and
wants God to help him toward righteousness,
that moment he has a right to say, ' Our Fa-
ther who art in heaven.'

" There are then no orphans—there are
many exiles, but no orphans—as toward God.
Every one is a son with a loving Father: a
prodigal son, it may be, but a son with a Fa-
ther, that, if he sees him returning afar off, is

ready to run and throw himself on his neck,
and kiss him, and order the best robe for him,
and put a ring on his hand and sandals on his

feet, and kill the fatted calf, and rejoice in the
recovery of him that was lost and is found."

—

(719.)

No doubt the sinner loses in sin his better

self. But he does not lose the care and con-

trol of God. The prodigal is destined to re-

turn. The poor wretch has in waiting a wel-

come such as heaven only can give ; the guil-

ty soul is driven by its woe even toward the

arms of absolute forgiveness. God has provi-

ded for our worst case.

" The Fatherhood of God covers the whole
range of our wants. God did not put us into

this world without foresight. Human con-
duct has not surprised him. He knew, before

he permitted the generations to breed them-
selves, of what material they were. Do you
suppose that when God put forth this prayer
for the use of men, he did not know what
stuff they were, and would be, made out of?

The best men that ever drew the breath of
life, as measured by the infinite purity of God's
law, or by the nature of God, are stained black
with sin. And when the best men are sinful,

sin cannot be a reason for exclusion from
right in the Fatherhood of God."—(719.)

'
' We have developed into incontestable

eminence certain great ideas that are funda-

mental to the progress of mankind; as, for

instance, the universal Fatherhood of God.
The doctrine is coming to be generally re-

ceived that God is the God of all the earth.

... He is the,God of the barbarous, as well

as of the civilized ; he is God of the poor and
the ignorant, as well as of the educated and
the rich ; he is the God of heretics, as well as

of true believers. Not that God is indifferent

to moral qualities ; but he is the God of the

whole family of man, high and low, rich and
poor, bond and free, educated and ignorant,

of every name that is named on the face of the

earth. There is a relationship between every

man and God, and God owns that relationship

and accepts the man. There is in this fact,

that God is the God of every member of the

human family, and not of those who suppose

themselves to be advanced near to God, and
therefore to be his special favorites, more than

I shall now stop to develop. There is revolu-

tion in it. There is in it disturbance to the

foundation of men's believing."— v
706.)

II.

"Many of the representations of the divine

nature and the divine government have been such

as I can scarcely conceive how men could make
except in two ways: one by supposing that they

made them lohen they were crazy, and the other

by supposing that they made them when they loere

depraved. There have been many representations

of God's nature and government which it might

almost be said to be evidence of piety and virtue

to abhor and reject."— (643.)

It is easy to be crazy so far as opinions on

a subject like this are concerned. It only

needs that some form of fear—fear of one's

own peril, fear of the opinion handed down as

"once delivered to the saints," or fear of God

himself, should so disturb the free action of

the mind, as to leave no room for independent
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conviction. The consent thus obtained is

virtually due to the crashed, or crazed, state

of the mind, though in all other respects there

may be tolerable sanity of mental action.

We may truly say that subtile insanity, rein-

forced by the subtile depravity of fear for

ourselves, occasions in the Christian mind to

this day the crazy and wicked notion that God
will send souls to the devil in hell if they are

found at " the judgment " "out of Christ."

How this was aided by circumstances is thus

stated

:

" In the beginning, when men first framed
notions of what God was as Governor, they
framed them upon the best models they had;
and these were kings—kings, too, of a period
when kings were supposed to be kings jure
divino. They took the doctrine of absolute
sovereignty, which made the will of the king
supreme over the will of his subjects—which
made everything culminate in the king—and
transferred that to God- They transferred

from earthly weakness to the heavenly throne
a universal tyranny. The conceptions of God
in the earlier periods of theology were repul-

sive, because they presented him continually
as a Being that summed up in himself all

rights, all eminence, all glory, irrespective of
his creatures. And the result has been that
the world has repudiated kings almost whol-
ly, and embraced the doctrine of the rights
of every human creature. Kings are kings
now by the consent of the people. Yes, jure
divino, but vox populi vox Dei—by the will

of God through the will of the common peo-
ple. They are kings in subordination to the
distinct and inexpugnable doctrine that no
being on earth can govern people by the law
of his own will: that the essential interests of
the common people are involved in every just
government. That idea has been transferred
to our conceptions of the divine Ruler, and it

has revolutionized theology. We believe that
God is sovereign, and that he governs for his
own glory. But what is that glory? It is

not a mere bright light about a throne ; it is

not simply omnipotence; it is not the power
to control the universe ; it is not, that, being
strongest, he governs—for might does not
make right in heaven any more than on earth
or in hell. The glory of God is his truth, his
justice, his goodness. God is a Being that
carries the whole human race and all living
creatures in his heart of hearts."—(706.)

" This does not exclude government and
penalty. But it subordinates them to purposes
of mercy and goodness. Love is God's roy-
alty; justice is love's servant. Thus, in Ex-
odus xxxiv: 6, 7, the character of God is pre-
sented—mercy and goodness, and then just-
ice. But men reverse the order, and put
government first, with pains and penalties,
and mercy the alternative and secondary."—
(706.)

J

The absoute love of God is the reason of all

things, and notably of that which we call

justice. With us justice must stand merely in

itself, so far as the punished offender is con-

cerned, as the less of two evils. God in his

government accepts neither of these evils.

His perfect justice stands in absolute mercy.

The final end of its penalties is redemption.

Theological opinion on this subject has gone

utterly wrong by reason of the fact that it has

demanded, as the perfection of God's govern-

ment, that it be like imperfect human govern-

ment in not saving souls. Our failure is made
to argue God's limitation of mercy.

III.

'
' Let us pass next to a consideration of the

word 'Father.' What is the meaning of it?

From what side does it teach us to derive our
ideas of God ? The Lord's Prayer—that part
of Christianity which is most universally re-

ceived by sects under all religions—teaches
us to derive our ideas of God from what ?

The man who has had certain relations of au-
thority among men? None of it. From the

judge that sits upon the bench, administering
not according to his own wisdom nor his own
sense of justice, but according to established

laws to which he must bend his own feelings,

and which he is bound impartially but sternly

to administer ? None of it. From the king
that sits upon the throne, and is the appointed
head of nations ? In some parts of Scripture

God is proclaimed as king, and he is king in

a royal sense, in a sense higher than the

subjects of earthly kings can know ; but it is

not in that direction that we are to look for

our types and ideas of God. And yet earthly

courts, the governments which exist in this

world, have been the sources, for the most
part, from which the logical conceptions of

the divine government have been derived.

Systems of theology may be said to be almost
invariably built up upon the supposition that

God is Judge and Governor ; and the preva-
lent conceptions of God that have been dif-

fused in the world, whether right or wrong
v
and all of them have been more or less right,

and more or less streaked with imperfection,

)

have been derived from the moral relations

revealed to us through the instruments of hu-
manly administered governments.
"How much was there of Christianity in

the family when theology was first formed ?

Almost none. The government of the house-
hold was one of essential absolutism. The
relation of the father to the children was one
that we can scarcely understand now. It has
not been until within one or two hundred
years that in any government on earth the

rights of man, without regard to his condi-

tion— those conclusive, generic, universal

rights that belong to black and white, bond
and free, high and low, noble and peasant,

cultured and ignorant; those rights that men
have from no charter, from no enactment of
government; those rights that come with
birth—it has not been until within one or two
hundred years that in any government those
rights have been recognized. When theology
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was first taking its form, it was held that a
j

king was king jure divino, and that, being
j

king, he had a right to the life, the property,
J

and almost the entire service of his subjects.

The state was embodied in the king. Indi-

vidual rights were null and void.

1
' Men are inclined to cling to the old abso-

lute theology which transferred to God the

rights and prerogatives that answered to those

of a king when kings were sovereign ; but the

opinions of the world have utterly changed in

respect to those elements upon which men
-first based their conceptions of God ; and the-

ology cannot help changing. Men say they
have not the faith that they used to have.

The reason is this: they are so afraid to take

down the old symbolism and let men frame
again their conceptions of God in ideas and
language suited, to the age in which ice live ;

they are so afraid of our going into infidelity,

and escaping from the hold which theology

has upon us, that they insist upon maintain-
ing the language and ideas that were adopted
respecting the divine nature and government
before the revolution of opinion of which I
have been speaking came to pass. You might
as well insist that men should wear the cos-

tume of the day of Luther, and that they
should go down to battle bearing the arms
that were employed in ancient warfare. To
insist upon such a thing as that is to insist

upon our going back to a state of semi-bar-

barism.

" The early theological conceptions of God,
being drawn from kings and governments,
gave a kind of subordinate place to that fea-

ture of his character which makes him Father.

His Fatherhood was treated as secondary and
incidental. There was very little domesticity,

if I may so say, as applied to God. set forth in

the doctrines of theology. And I call yen to

witness how impossible it is that it should
have been otherwise in days when it was sup-
posed that to be pure a man must live a celi-

bate life ; when marriage was thought to be
incompatible with holiness; when pries is

were not allowed to enter into that most di-

vine and sacred relationship, around about
which, it seems to me, clusters more of the
interior mystery of heaven than about any
other. Now there are many relations of God
to men. He is their Judge ; he is their Sov-
ereign; he is their King; but he is also Father

of every human being. In the New Testa-

ment he is revealed first and chiefly as Father.

And I declare that the family is the only insti-

tution from which you can derive a right idea

of God in his primary, original, substantial,

universal, unvarying character. Having con-
ceived of him as Father, then you can add
other elements drawn from kings, and govern-
ments, and laws, and systems of laws. The-
ology was framed when the king was every-

thing and the family was nothing; and God
was lilted up as absolute Sovereign. All that

part of his being which is the chiefest part,

was interpreted in a period when men did not
believe in the household relation as anything
more than a necessary evil of the human con-
dition ; and when all that burns on the altar

of love in the family, all of those marvelous
interpretations of meaning which come from
father to child, and all that wondrous work
which the child does in the parent and the
parent does in the child

—

when the things
which are God's appointed alphabet and lit-

erature by which we are to read him, were
unknown. But now the opinions of men
have been so revolutionized with reference to
the family, that in theology there is no longer
anything that expresses them."—(719.)

" I do not object to the ordinary symbols of
truth on the ground that they are not true,

but on the ground that they are only punctu-
ations of truth, that they are mere scattered
utterances of truth, and that they do not em-
body the essential idea of Fatherhood, which
constitutes the staple notion of God. They
should be more comprehensive, in order to

represent the enlarged views of men. The
modern heresy consists, not in disbelieving

what has been believed, but in not believing a
good deal more than has been believed. It is

not a negative heresy; it is not a heresy of
nothingness; it is a heresy which arisesfrom
the determination ofmen's thoughts to grow.

"This prayer, then, is important as con-
sidered in its relations to the framing of the-

ological doctrines. The work of theology is a
legitimate work; and it seems to me that the

Lord's Prayer stands, so to speak, as a guide-

board to point men to the heavenly Jerusa-
lem, which theologists should heed, and from
which they should understand that they can-
not take one step toward painting God, until

they have recognized his Fatherhood. Every
other divine attribute is to be made subordi-
nate to this central one of Fatherhood." —
• 71;).)

The royalty of Deity is in absolute power to

secure, perfect obedience. The government of

God is such, that every form and particular

of what we call evil is made to work final

higher good. Fatherhood consists in the

paternal exercise of this government, and it

must be predicated of God simply because he

is God. It was not predicated of him when

the popular theology was developed, simply

because the doctors of the church argued from

the suggestions of the world, instead of from

the conceptions of the spirit—from the analo-

gies of groveling observation of men, rather

than the analogies of soaring faith in the per-

fect Deity.

Mr. Milman, the excellent historian of

Christianity, ascribes to Augustine '

' that to-

tal change in human opinion which was to

influence the Christianity of the remotest

ages." Now this Augustine spent his early

youth in the brothels of Carthage, and ardent-

ly devoted his early manhood to a speculative

reconciliation of Paganism and Christianity.

When he was converted to a purer personal
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faith in the Father whom Christ preached, he

dismissed the woman who had been as his

wife, and whom his pious mother Avished him to

honorably marry, from the feeling on his part

that a celibate life was essential to purity.

What could a man know of fatherhood whose

strictest fidelity to the most sacred of relations

had been in an illicit connection, and whose

only son was born in the early period of his

unbridled profligacy? To such a man the

Father must be lost in the Judge of the sin-

ner; and thus the personal conscience of the

founder of so-called "Christian Theo'ogy"

precluded the possibility of a trae idea of the

relation of God to man. With this sugges-

tion in his own experience, it was inevitable

that he should employ the analogies of human
treatment of wrong-doers, in conceiving of

God's treatment of man.
The following statement by Mr. Maine, in

his learned "History of Ancient Law," a

work of unquestioned authority, will be in

place here. He says: "Almost everybody

who has knowledge enough of Roman law to

appreciate the Roman penal system, the Ro-

man theory of the obligations established by

contract or Delict, the Roman view of debts

and of the modes of incurring, extinguishing,

and transmitting them, the Roman notion

of the continuance of individual existence

by universal succession, may be trusted to

say whence arose the frame of mind to

which the problems of Western Theology

proved so congenial, whence came the

phraseology in which these problems were

stated, and whence the description of reason-

ing employed in their solution."— (p. 358.)

" As soon as the western provinces ceased

to sit at the feet of the Greeks, and began to

ponder out a theology of their own, the the-

ology proved to be permeated with forensic

ideas and couched in a forensic phraseology.

It is certain that this substratum of law in

Western Theology lies exceedingly deep. A
new set of Greek theories, the Aristotelian

philosophy, made their way afterwards into

the West, and almost entirely buried its in-

digenous doctrines. But when at the Reforma-

tion it partially shook itself free from their

influence, it instantly supplied their place

with law."— (p. 364.)

This intrusion of legal ideas into theology

cannot be questioned. Particular dogmas
bear the unmistakable stamp of their legal

origin. But more decidedly still may we
affirm that the general notion of God's rela-

tion to men has been given in observation of

human law, and that from this source has

been derived a false and mischievous concep-

tion of the ways of God with his offspring.

The parentage of the popular theology was
very low. Augustine lived in the midst of a
" semi-barbarism " which the Christian mind
has outgrown. Theology has passed through

a revolution, and we can no longer be ex-

pected to assent to opinions which we must

trace to the great moral and intellectual lim-

itations of their author. It seems right to

know what men will think of God, whose in-

spiration does not mingle with recollections

of personal degradation, whose conceptions

are not put wrong by long and passionate

abuse of the most sacred relations, and whose

speculations do not come from the inflexible

mold of a system of human law in no particu-

lar adequate to represent the divine law.

And it is necessary to consider in all thought

of God, that whatever else he may be, he is

the absolute Father of every soul. " Every

other divine attribute is to be made subordi-

nate to this central one ofFatherhood." The

attempts still made to maintain by reason the

old opinion of the government of God, all as-

sume that Fatherhood in God is not to go be-

yond sovereignty as illustrated in human law.

The strange opinion that God is not permit-

ted in justice to use parental moral power ef-

fectively, unless the occasion for it be reduced

by some particular penitence and plea, is still

held and upheld. "A governmental neces-

sity " is said to restrain the Father of souls.

God can properly show his love of right and

hatred of wrong only by the unredemptive in-

fliction of penalty. Was there ever a grosser

perversion of the truth? Let Mr. Beecher

answer.

'
' To heed sin evinces hatred of evil even

more than a summary punishment of it.

Consider the patience, the self-sacrifice, which
is required to win men from evil habits and
from wicked dispositions. Now we measure
our moral likes or dislikes by what they lead

us to undergo. How much we love, we can
tell by how much we will bear for our affec-

tions : how much we dislike, by what effort

we are willing to put forth to resist or avoid
what is offensive to us. Consider a teacher

who shall avenge himself of a pupil's disobe-

dience by punishing, or by summarily exclu-

ding that pupil. How cheap is such riddance

of mischief from his school! How is all

summed up in one outburst of feeling ! It is

very painful and disagreeable, but it is short.

But suppose that, instead of resorting to ex-
pulsion, with its disgrace, the teacher shall
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enter into the sympathy of the pupil by gen-
tleness, by winning kindness, by forbearance,

by devoting his very life to him, and shall set

him upon reformation, and wait for him to re-

form, and endure while he is reforming. How
much more does he, by such a co..;se of con-
duct as this, evince his dislike of evil, than by
merely excluding the pupil ! What we will

bear for the sake of getting rid of evil, mea-
sures how much we dislike it."

"A disposition to heal sin is the clearest

possible expositor of moral rectitude. Men
do not always see it to be so. It is a part of
our lower thinking to believe that a thunder-
ous exhibition, with a display of wrath and
punitive judgment, is a more solemn and
conclusive manifestation of the divine abhor-
rence of sin. But an abhorrence of sin is

more illustriously marked by gentleness and
patience in healing it, than by any display of

justice in punishing it. It more easily enters
into the human mind that a being, having es-

tablished laws, should judge the transgressor
by those laws, and punish him, than that he
should appeal to the moral sentiments of the
transgressor, and endeavor to heal him with-
out punishing him, and wait for him to be-
come healed. But when once this latter con-
ception has entered the heart, nothing can
displace it, or equal it, or be its parallel. He
that once conceives of the God that presides
over the universe and keeps all its elements
intact and unharmed, asa God thatmakeshim-
self the medicine for those that are led away
frompurity, and becomes himself thesa vior of
sinners—he that once does this has a concep-
tion of rectitude in God, and of the divine
hatred of evil, such as he can get in no other
way.
"A disposition to heal sin does not take

away from sin any of its dangers. It removes
no barriers and yields no encouragements."

"The care and the kindness of a parent in

restoring a son from downfall is never a rea-

son with a grateful son for falling again. And
the grace of God in Christ Jesus, that bears
with sin, not because it is to be allowed, but
because, being hateful, God addresses the
whole energy of his being and administration
to the rescue of men from it—this does not
take away anything from the fear of sin, nor
furnish motives to transgression.

"On the part of those who are healed, a
disposition to heal sin produces a generous
repentance, which grows out of the nobler
sentiments of the mind, and which is there-
fore a true repentance—one that does not
need to be repented of. It is no longer fear

of consequences, nor even self-condemnation
or conscience, that inspires reformation; it is

an action of gratitude; a work of love. It

brings all the generous part of a man's mind
to combat evil when he finds that he is in the
hands of a God that is forbearing, and that is

holding back penalty, and working by the
power of his nature for the reestablishment
of moral health in the heart and mind of the
patient.

"Such a disposition presents the divine
character in a light which teads to universal

admiration and universal confidence. It

takes nothing away from the essential author-
ity and monarchy of God; but it brings God
into vital svmpathetic relations to his crea-
tures."— (7G4.;

It is indeed a very low thought that God
shows his hatred of sin by the miserable de-

vice of the lake of fire, the devil and his an-

gels, and a day of final damnation whereon

he will send away with his curse every one
1

' out ofChrist. " Speculation can carry a base

method no further than in this groveling con-

ception of the ways of God in the government

of souls. Punishment which fails to cure sin

must be considered lamentably inadequate;

punishment which does not aim at this im-

plies a ruler morally unlit for government;

and that which distinctly consists in deliver-

ing the soul into a state of absolute removal

from the possibility of moral help, can only

render its author detestable in the eyes of all

who love good. The dogmatic interpretation

of the parable of "the judgment " introduces

into the heart of Christian theology the pa-

ganism of the East debased by the worst

feeling of the Jew. It makes the devil more

than devilish, and God worse than the devil.

If we are to hold to any reality in the God-

head of the Father of souls, we must believe

that he " addresses the whole energy of his

being and administration to the rescue ofmen

fj-om sin." In being for all souls God with

us, keeping for the highest attainment the

meanest son not less than the mighty Christ,

God shows, in the only adequate way, his ab-

solute love of perfect good. By the popular

notion God is made to show only a certain

crude hatred of sinners instead of a wise and

discriminating hatred of sin. It forbids the

remedial justice of divinity its natural and ne-

cessary process of redemption, with no better

than the vulgar reason that the noise and

horror of a damnation day will manifest God's

feelings more adequately than a process which

leaves nobody to operate fearfully upon and

nobody to frighten. God can with noiseless

demonstration produce obedience and blessed-

ness in every creature, so great must be the

efficacy of the infinite spiritual force of that

Being in which we have our being; and yet

those tinkers in divinity, the "masters (!) of

New England Theology," will have it that the

better way, if not the only good way, is to

forbear the saving grace and enact the drama

of wrath and torment. And as to the effect

of grace when taught to sinners, Mr. Beeche
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truly says that it produces the noblest obedi-

ence, the most generous repentance. Virtue

becomes instinct with divinity only when its

inspiration is in him who is absolute goodness

to the least of his creatures. The full sense

of the perfect Fatherhood of God is essential to

the purest andmost lively righteousness in man.

The authority of law forces the soul to accept

the path of rectitude, but only a melting sense

of the beneficence of God in all his laws

makes that path the way of heaven. Only

those who make virtue to consist in a more

or less selfish attempt to escape hell, need

think virtue imperiled by the revelation of

God's saving power in the soul. As this

saving power will reveal itself, bringing bless-

edness of character and condition, we may
remorselessly leave these trembling friends of

virtue to the awful shock of finding that hell

was a fiction and the devil a myth.

IV.

Mr. Beecher adopts, in the following, The-

odore Parker's conception of the Mother and

Father God

:

"I recollect that once, when I was a little

boy three years old (I can remember as far

back as then, ) while walking through an en-
try in my father's house, t saw that I was
alone, and uttered a shout of terror which
instantly brought my mother to my side.

'

' Whenever you find yourself alone, call for

your mother—your Mother God and Father
God."—(677.)

The absolute nature of the love of God is

set forth in the following passages

:

"In every part ofthe New Testament, the dis-

tinction between this disinterested love, spring-
ing from the goodness ofthe divine nature, and
a love which is excited and developed by moral
quality in the object of it, are discriminated
and kept apart. It is taught abundantly that
God's nature is such, that he overflows with
love from a divine fullness and richness of
heart; and that, out of thisfullness and rich-
ness, without regard to the quality of marts
being, there is af^rm of love developedfrom
God toward him."—^618.)

" God's love is not, as too often ours is, the
collateral and incidental element of his life

and being. It is his abiding state. All time
and all eternity are filled with it. All plans
are conceived and aimed by it. All histories
and all administrations are bathed and car-
ried forward in it. All triumphs are to end
in it; while all that cannot be made to har-
monize and blend and cooperate with it, shall
be utterly swept away."—(618.)

"And God's whole nature, God's eternal
purpose, and God's everlasting example, are
working in one direction. God governs, and
all laws, and the whole ofnature, are made to work

with him, and to tend in one way— in that way
in which truth and love and purity are becoming
omnipotent. It is God's life and example and
purpose, that make it certain that this great
kingdom shall go onward, and that victori-

ously, to the end.'-'—(732.)

" Our hope and safety do not stand in the
fact that we are good, but in the fact that
God has undertaken to take care of us and
save us."

"What do you do when a loved one does
wrong? Do you sit in judgment on him, and
cut him off from your affections? On the
contrary, does not your heart go out after

him all the more? One whom you soundly
and deeply love, you love in spite of his

faults."

"Of all other applications of this inquiry,

none is more transcendent than this: Does
the divine nature imply spontaneous and uni-

versal love ? Upon this subject Scripture is

emphatic. It afiirms it not only directly, but
by negation. That is to say, it declares em-
phatically that those things that are supposed
to be known of divine love are not so, and
that, on the other hand, God's love is a gift.

Great wisdom may be required to state this,

so that men shall not take advantage of it

;

more wisdom is required to so state it as not to

obscure the clarity and magnificence ofthe moral
view) which inheres in this idea of the central na-
ture of God."

" Love is God's nature. Not that no other
feeling exists in him; not that justice and
abhorrence of evil are not coordinated with it

;

not that these do not take part in the divine ad-
ministration among men ; but that the central
and peculiarly divine element is love, in which
all otherfeelings live, under which they all act,

to which they are servants, and for which they

are messengers and helpers."

"The passage selected is one that marks
this truth. The love which God has for us
did not, does not, spring from moral excel-

lence in us; and still less do its depth and
breadth answer to the loveableness of our dis-

positions. No man can ponder for a mo-
ment the facts in our case, without being
obliged to say that God loves men, not so

much from the adaptation of human nature
and disposition to produce love, as from a di-

vine nature that overflows from the necessity

of its own richness and fullness. The rea-

sons must needs be in God, and not in us."

—

(618.)

" ' So shall my word be that goeth out of

my mouth : and it shall not return unto me
void, but it shall accomplish that which I

please, and it shall prosper in the thing
whereto I sent it.'

" It is the continuity, the certain preserva-
tion, and the final efficiency, of every moral
influence for good that issuesfrom the lips or
mind of God, that is here taught, and guard-
ed against skepticism. We, divinely in-

structed, borrow these same influences from

God, who broods over us. And as there shall

not be one single influence for good let forth

from the mind of God that shall dare
to report itself an empty-handed servant ; a&
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every such influence shall do the errand
whereto it is sent; so likewise every single in-

fluence for good that we borrow from God, in

the lowest as well as the highest spheres,

shall not return unto us void. Like the rain,

it may be hidden ; like the snow, it may dis-

solve out of our sight; but it shall not fail to

accomplish its legitimate result."—^576.)

" The testimony of Scripture and rev-

erent love is this: that God, having made
the earth, takes care of it, as the mother in

the nursery and the father at the head of the

board in the household take care of their chil-

dren; that he is the Father as well as the

Creator, the Ruler as well as the Framer of

the world."—(625.)
"I remark, then, positively, that God is

supreme. He is the absolute Ruler of the

earth and of men. In the wildest confusions

below, he is serene above. This has been the

poetry of every mythical age. It is the reli-

gious faith of Christianity. There are a great
many persons who suppose that God is the
creator of the world in the same sense in

which the man that made my watch is the
constructor of it. He made it, and shoved it

out of his shop, and got the money for it, and
did not care any more about it. He says,
' Now if you want it to run and keep time,

you must wind it up. I am making other
watches, and cannot any longer attend to it.

I have given it all the elements of a good
time-keeper, and you must keep it in order,

and see that it lias proper attention.' Many
people seem to think that God made the world
in this same way."

Evidently we need but comprehend the

aims of love and the force of divine law, to

be convinced that God's existence secures

universal human redemption.

V.

"We have the same substantial world-
history. In details we differ endlessly, one
from another; but in a large view we are
identic. We have been put for some purpose
into this world. We have our trials, joys,

pains, gladnesses, troubles, prosperities; but
in them all we are gathered under the hand ofa
common Fatherfor discipline, for education,

for completion. We are sent to school together.

A grand old school-house has been this round,
rolling world—a school-house of many teach-
ers, quick and severe, with scowls on their

brow, and with ferules in their hand, with
which they chastise the delinquents. Time
and the events of life are schoolmasters uuder
God to the race. All men are here for a
schooling purpose ; and we are all united in

that purpose. The same destiny unites us all.

We are pushing toward the same great fu-

ture. Whatever may be your belief, the truth

is the same ; and whatever may be your ex-
perience, the goal is the same. We are all

of us merely developing spirit in matter, or

out of matter. We are gaining that victory
which God means the immortal shall gain
over the mortal, the transient, the perishing.

We are producing from these roots, these
stems—our bodies—blossoms and fruits which
God shall be willing to pick, that he may
show them again in another life. It is the

same with all. Every man is just like every
other man in these respects."— (589.)

The following is a further affirmation of

God's incessant, eternal eifort to give his

own aims the victory in every individual, and

in all societies of men, so that in the end all

shall be made perfect through the triumph of

the struggling gocd:

"There is an everlasting tendency in favor
of moral excellence in this world. It may be
hindered, it may be arrested, it may be re-

stricted; but there is forever a struggle to-

ward the right in the individual, and still more
in collected societies. There is a God thai is

the author of theforces of life who is sending
forth his soul with divine pulsations of influ-
ence evermore on the side of good. There is

a divine Providence that works and waits, and
works and waits; that never is in haste, and
never is at leisure; and that forever builds.

Though the foundations may not yet be
brought up into human sight, they are being
laid, never to be taken down or shaken.
There is a grace in this world that God has
ordained, that God supervises, and that God
shall crown with victory, which is in favor of
simple rectitude."— (708.)

It certainly cannot be argued, from the

general state of things on earth, nor from the

experience of particular individuals, that man
is not on t.,e high road to eternal welfare.

Mr. Beecher refers to the matter again as fol-

lows :

"The apparent triumph of evil in this

woild is no presumption of its permanence or

its success. Provision is made for that very
thing in the constitution of the world. It

was to grow and have a brief power."—(708.)

" The world was made as it is on purpose.
God seems to have regarded just such expe-

riences as this world is calculated to give, as

essential to the highest welfare of his crea-

tures. And those men who are the most
morally developed in this world, have been
most effectually handled; while those who are

the least morally developed in this world,

have been least acted upon."— (566.)

" The very idea of this life is that it is a
place in which to prepare men for perfectness

in a life to come. Perfectness in the indi-

vidual, still less perfectness in societv, is no
part, apparently, of the divine economy of

this world. The Great Artificer, we may
hope, discerns, in the conflict of passions, in

the rudeness of violence, in the attritions and
raspings of men; in hope, in despair, in

love, in hate; in joy, in sorrow; in yearn-
ings, in disappointments; in sufferings, in

victories— but so many influences, which,

working slowly, with seeming disconnec-
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Hon, and without obvious results here, are,

nevertheless, shaping innumerable souls, to

revolve in eternal harmony and regularity

that sphere above all misrule, above all rude-

ness and imperfection, where God's heart beats

time for the universe, and every living crea-

ture throbs sympathetic.'
1

'
1—(810.

}

Ot what use and by what reason is that

faith which argues from the first glimpses of

the course of man, under the eternal govern-

ment of God, that we are in full eareer to the

pit ? The infidelity of the popular theology

in its argument of human doom to endless

woe, from the sin and shame of mortal expe-

rience, is not surpassed by any of the vaga-

ries of pagan doubt. Men could not continue

in this infidelity did not their prophets pro-

phesy '

' lies for God " out of the catechisms.

The noise of the loud talkers, who make it

their business to perpetuate the assent of

mankind to the old opinions, of which cir-

cumstances have made them the unthinking

defenders, drowns lor the time the Spirit's

word, by which otherwise all believing men
would be taught the truth of God.

VI.

Mr. Beeeher's teaching in the following is

explicit

:

" To suppose that the vast stream of being
that sets into this world, that rolls immeasura-
ble through it, and that passes out of it into

the great land of our ignorance, and so to the

land of darkness; to suppose that this vast
stream of being, bearing immortality, bearing
a nature like our own, with reason and with
moral sentiments, though undeveloped, or

but rudely developed in them, and having the
same susceptibility to eternal pleasure or pain
which inheres in us, are outside of the pale
of divine thought, and care, and providence,
and culture

—

to suppose such a thing as this,

to suppose the economy of God to have in it

such a feature as this, would make atheism
almost a virtue /"

'

' Do you suppose there is no God that
takes cognizance of the birth and death of
every human creature? Where thepe is a
soul, is there not the shadow of God's love
under which it rests ? and is there not infinite

sympathy and compassion toward it, though
we cannot tell whence it comes, or whither it

goes, or what are its metes and bounds ? Is

there not the great truth, that the field is the
world, that God is universal Father, and that
the races are God's children?"— (619.)

"In the first place, look upon the radical
idea of human society upon earth, as of a
child-race to be developed and brought for-

ward. Even leaving out the question of
moral desert, consider what the work under-
taken is, of tne divine Being, to rear up
through thousands of years, in long succes-
sion, a race that begins, in all its conditions,

at nothing, as it were, and feels and finds its

way up, little by little, through experience to

manhood in the individual, and that carries

on with it, at the same time, a development,
ofnations and ofpeoples from barbarism, orthat
which is next akin to it, clear up through civ-

ilization, to the highest degree of human ca-

pacity. Consider that the elevation ofman-
kind to that point is the work which God has
purposely undertaken.

'

' The divine governmentis not a government
that has a notion already furnished: it is the
government of a Being that essays, through
thousands of continuous years, to go on in a
circle of perpetual education and develop-
ment. Parents educate their children from
infancy, but after a time the child takes care

of itself, and their labor ceases. God, the
eternal Father, is forever in the nursery, and
forever at the cradle; and his work never
ends. He has purposed to himself the task
of rearing up a race, which will require him to

bear them in perpetual patience and long
suffering."— ,717.)

"The apostle's teaching, in its simplest

terms, is this : Men in the present life are, as

it respects the mind, not yet fully developed.

They are imperfect and partial by the very
creative idea and ordinance. But beyond
this life man is to become more than it is pos-

sible that he should become here. To the
earthly state he applies the descriptive term
partial or in pari, as it is translated. To the

state hereafter, and to man in that state, and.

in that state only, he applies the term perfect.
' When that which is perfect is come '—or, as
we should say, When we shall have dome to

that which is perfect— 'then that which is ia
part shall be done away '—then man shall be
perfected."— (734.

)

"But the work of God is not consummated
in this life. There is abundant room to stand
over unaccomplished purposes, and say, 'Oh
my soul, wait thou for God!' There is a work,
that must be accomplished in every one of
us which transcends everything we can think
or plan—a work that must be accomplished
by "the power of the Holy Ghost upon the
soul: and when we have done all in our
power, we may wait for that."—

,

v
566.)

" This, then, is the system which I suppose
exists in this world

—

a world created of God
on purpose to bring up children; not children
that have had a chance before, but children,

whose development begins on the earth. What,
a world that must be from which those that

we have come, if they have had one summer's
growth before coming here S What a micro-
scopic condition they must have been in
there! ... I think that the world is not a
schoolhouse for men fully developed, and
working back to an ideal state from which
they have fallen, but a schoolhouse for men
born at nothing, and beginning at that seed-

form to work their way up to a higher state,

which is to be wrought out, by the grace of
Gocl, through the cooperation of our spirits

with his.

—

v 685.)
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" That which schools of art have been
trying to do with the outside of man, God, in

a sublimer way, is attempting to do with the

interior ofman."

"One would suppose, to hear and read the

exhortations of some religious teachers, that

the sovereign idea of Christianity was that of

taking men out of certain perils and dangers,

and putting them into a place where they

would not be imperiled nor endangered. Ac-
cording to some men's teachings, this world is

like a sinking ship, and Christianity like a
wrecker's boat that ventures out to gather
just as many as it can from the reeling hull,

before it settles, and so take them in safety to

the shore, while those that cannot be got ofi'

go down and are lost.

"Now no doubt Christianity seeks to save
men. You cannot too much magnify its in-

tent in this respect; but you can make that

a partial and exclusive feature. Christianity

is not only a saving, but an educating system.
It has a world-history to work out. It has a
race to develop and perfect."— [641.)

"Is not God better than times and seasons.

that move ignorantly in vast circuits ? and yet

do not times and seasons clothe us, and nour-
ish us, and minister unto us ? Is the great
sentient One—the ever-living, the vast and
ocean-hearted God—the eternal Jehovah—is

he less pitiful than the heavens, the sun, the
stars, the earth, or the seasons?
Oh ! there is nothing but God in the uni-

verse. All these other'things are but his fee-

ble ministers and recipients, in the heavens
and on the earth. In the growing leaf, in the
blossom, in all fruits, in the streams, in the
things that come to us on every side from the
vast~treasure-house of Nature, we have but so
many means by which God speaks to us. His
voice comes to us, night and day, saying to

us, ' Ye are mine, and"! am yours. My ever-

lasting strength is underneath you. Trust
me and love me, and I will bear you up, and
you shall be saved.' "— ^583.

)

We omit a passage in which Mr. Beecher

portrays the natural fear and doubt of one

who looks on the appearance of the world of

men. But why dwell on that which is the ex-

perience of weakness in us? Faith is our ex-

ercise of strength. Doubt and fear are ene-

mies. They are bora liars. Morality is folly

unless faith be virtue. A man must hold and

uphold the truth of good in all, not as de-

claring evil good—the base method of the

charlatan in moral and divine matters—but as

believing that God, over and through evil,

works the consummation of good in every in-

stance of his creation. Let us not think of

the infinite Father as one who does but little

well, but consider his perfect purpose, and the

power with which he must execute every

work of his hands. He has of set and fixed

purpose undertaken to carry a race, from such

beginning as we find in a world of sin and

woe, on to perfect holiness and blessedness. It

becomes us to believe that he will accomplish

this without loss. The vast administration

involved, the state in which it has us at the

first, and the inscrutable process of saving-

care and culture, do not demand our imme-

diate comprehension. They certainly do not

permit hasty wrong comprehension; and that

comprehension must be wrong which implies

that anything can go wrong in God's admin-

istration of the care and cure of souls.

VII.

" GocVs love does not depend upon our charac-
ter, hut upon his own."— (618.)

" It is the blessed misson of love to go forth
blotting out the existence and, memory of evil.

And since God is love, it is his nature 'not to
stand thundering and punishing—though there
is justice and punishment for the incorrigible
and sinful—but to forgive."

" The very idea of God in his infinity, is in-

finite care, infinite kindness, infinite goodness.
All creatures are good sometimes. Time is not
a man so bad, that there is not some excellence in
him, some spot in which he has amiable inten-

tions. Many men are good a great deal of their

time ; very few men are good incessantly."

" Our radical conception of the Divine Being
is that of infinite met cy, infinite kindness, infinite

love—paternity, embracing by the very, shall I
say structure ofMs being ? by the very necessity

of his being—embracing all his creatures in infi-

nite tenderness and kindness."—(612.)

u Ten thousand things in this world seem to be

working toward destruction, and to have in them
(dements of destruction; nevertheless, in the great

system by which tilings are wrought out, it

shall be Jound that there is a universal ten-

dency onward and upward* It is delayed

apparently; apparently it is intermitted; in-

fluences seem continually to be running coun-
ter to it; and yet, in reality, there is a divine

intentofprovidence that is working up from the

bottom toward the top, in all things in heaven
and on earth, and in grace and nature.

"

" We hold that this" providence is hidden in

proportion as men live for the visible and ma-
terial, and is revealed in proportion as men
live for the invisible and spiritual. God over-

rules all things in that order. We may be
sure of it. Even when we labor the other way

;

when we pray downward; when, having mis-

taken our way, we work against our own real

and highest interest—even then there is a

providence of love and care. And the aftairs

of the world, of nations, of families, and of

individuals, are supervised by a God of wis-

dom and a God of love that is endeavoring to

push ail tilings upward. Such is the tendency

;

and we hold that the Amazon does not roll

with a more uniform and steadfast current

toward the ocean, than does this divine pur-

pose toward higher good."

"The first, and the highest form of truth,

then, is that God is the "Father and the uni-

versal Governor, and that in his own personal

character, attributes and dispositions, he is
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a God of righteousness—that is, a God of just-

ice, of purity, of love, of truth, of mercy, and of

goodness. These are in him infinite. They lie

back of his creative power, and infuse them-
selves into it, so that the royalty of the divine

intelligence, the divine wisdom, and the di-

vine power, in the work of creation, are em-
ployed for purposes of justice, purity, love,

truth, mercy and goodness. It is his nature

to so employ them. He is the animating cen-

ter of the universe; and so righteousness is

the seed, the point, from which all things are
growing. The full force of the divine life is

flowing out and going forth, and has beenfrom
the beginning, and shall be to the end, through
the vast domain of God in heaven, on earth, and
everywhere, for the establishment of righteous-
ness—the highest moral element in the individual,
in the household, in societies, in the race, among
all creatures and peoples."— (653.)

Who can doubt, then, that at the last right-

eousness will triumph in every soul, and all

moral creatures be made perfect in goodness ?

In regard to this Mr. Beech er speaks further

as follows

:

'
' Perfectness of being is God's idea. All

these other things spring from that. The de-

velopment of perfectness of being is the thing

that God thinks of, and aims toward.
Re seeks to rear and train men into such full-
ness and harmony and power, that they shall

represent, each severally in his own sphere, Di-
vinity.

"The words of our context are very em-
phatic: ' Till we all come in the unity of the

faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God,
unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the
stature of the fullness of Christ.'"

" The divine influence is to penetrate every
part of the soul, to the very root. It is not a
mere gilding ofthe surface ofany or every part.
It is not light and warmth superficially exerted.

It is an energetic, penetrating power, that goes
down to the very marrow, piercing to the secret

and source of life."

"This Christian estate is not, like some
rare and excessive exertion, to be transient.

It is a permanent state. When once we
touch it, we are never to depart from it.

The mind is to rise into this high divine charac-
ter, as into its own true nature."

'

' God is universal Father. Heaven is universal
Home. Men are the great realm of God's children.

Time and the world are the nursery and
schoolhon.se. God prepares to rear, develop,
educate, and establish in all nobility of good-
ness, in all sweetness of purity, in all beauty
of justice, in all grandeur of power, those chil-

dren that are to be his household companions
for evermore. He in us is preparing company
for himself. Where he is, there also we are to be.
And the work to be donejor himself in us is there-
fore no fragmentary, superficial work, but per-
fect, enduring, glorious.'''— (617.)

"Where heavenly life or individual enjoy-

ment thereof commences, there is a barrier

beyond which none of man's perversion can

i>mi?j Wit %kx\%\%U.

BY PHCEBE CARY.

When the way we should tread runs evenly onr

And light as the noonday is over it all,

"lis strange how our feet will turn aside
To the paths where we needs must grope and

fall:

How we suffer, knowing it all the while,
Some phantom between ourselves and the

light,

That shuts in disastrous, strange eclipse,

The very powers of sense and sight.

Yet we live so, all of us, I think,
Hiding whatever of truth we choose.

And deceiving ourselves with a subtilety

That never'a soul but our own could use.

We see the love in another's eyes,

Where our own, reflected, is backward sent;
Or we hear a tone, that is not in a tone,
And find a meaning that is not meant.

We put our faith in the help of those
Who never have been a help at all;

And lean on an object that all the while
We know we are holding back from its fall

!

When words seem thoughtless, or deeds un-
kind, •

We are soothed with the kind intent, in-
stead

5

And we say of the absent, silent one:
He is faithful—but he is sick, or dead

!

We have loved some dear, familiar step,
That once in its fall was firm and clear

;

And that household music's sweetest sound
Came fainter every day to our ear:

And then we have talked ot the far-away—
Of the springs to come and the years to be,

When the rose should bloom in our dear one's
cheek,

And her feet should tread in the meadows:,
free !

We have turned from death, to speak of life,,

When we knew that earthly hope was past

—

Yet thinking that, somehow, God would work
A miracle for us, to the last.

We have seen the bed of a cherished friend
Pushed daily nearer and nearer, till

It stood at the very edge of the grave,
And we looked across and beyond it, still:

Ay, more than this—we have come and gazed
DoArn where that dear one's mortal part

Was lowered forever away from our sight

;

And we did not die of a broken heart.

Are we blind ! nay, we know that the world un-
known

Is all we would make the present seem ;

That our Father keep, till his own good time,
The things we dream of, and more than we

dream.

For we shall not sleep; but we shall be
changed

;

And when that change at the last is made,.
We shall bring realities face to face
With our souls, and we shall not be afraid:t
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Children and their Friends,

Fragments.

BY A. J. DAVIS

AN IDEA OF THE HUMAN MIND.

A child is the repository of infinite possi-

bilities.

Enfolded in the human infant is the beauti-

ful "image" of an imperishable and perfect

being.

In the baby constitution we recognize the

holy plans of Divine Goodness—the immortal

impartations of Divine Wisdom—the image

and likeness of the Supreme Spirit—the pos-

sibilities of the greatest manhood, woman-

hood, or angelhood. The human mind is the

most richly endowed. Its sphere of influence

and action is the broadest. It is empowered

to hold dominion over time, events, things,

and circumstances. It draws its life unceas-

ingly from the divine life of Nature. It ieeds

on the phenomena of truth. It aspires intui-

tively after perfection. It rises to the sphere

of individuality and freedom. And it includes

all the laws and conditions ofgrowth, variety,

genius, renewal, progress, and completeness.
* ' Man is the measure of all things, " said

Protagoras, one of the Greek sophists ; "and,

as men differ, there can be no absolute

truth." " Man is the measure of all things,"

replied Socrates, the true philosopher ; "but

descend deeper into his personality, and you

will find that underneath all varieties there is

aground of steady truth. Men differ, but men
also agree: they differ as to what is heeting;

they agree as to what is eternal. Difference

is the region of opinion; Agreement is the

region of Truth: let us endeavor to penetrate

that region."

AN IDEA OF TRUE EDUCATION.

Harmonial spirit-culture is the noblest work

of the sciences.

Man, at first a frail and helpless being,

waits and yearns for the revelation of inherent

possessions. The wailing and pleading in-

fant, a loving and confiding creature of sym-

pathy and imitation, is bound to the Spirit of

Nature by ties that cannot be severed.

The divine image is within. It is the end
of true education to develop that image, and
so truly, too, that the child's individuality

and constitutional type of mind shall not be

impaired, but rather revealed in its own full-

ness and personal perfection. "Be ye perfect

even as the Father in heaven is perfect," is

an injunction of sublimest import. Every

faculty and every function of the individual is

amenable to that heavenly principle. Every-

thing has "a glory of its own.'" The highest

aim of education is to reveal the life and the

form of that individual perfection which Di-

vine Wisdom has implanted in the human
spirit.

Different minds demand different methods.

The same questions do not arrest and unfold

the intuitions of dissimilar persons. For this

reason it is impossible for one teacher to

quicken and instruct every type of character.

Parents seldom hud the true avenues of ap-

proach to the inner life of their different

children; and thus, often, the young at home
grow restless and discordant, and fail to vin-

dicate the divinity of their natures, inherited

from the infinite fountain of all Goodness.

THE TEACHER'S TRUE STARTING-POINT,

The spirit of a child is free and undefilecl.

The God-code of everlasting truth is written

in its attributes and intuitions. Whatever its

parentage or nativity, and however much its

nature may be warped, twisted, and embit-

tered by circumstances in early years, the

young immortal spirit is pure and spotless as

is the heart of an angel. From this point we
start—affirming the interior purity of the

child's spirit, and denying that the infant na-

ture inclines to everything that is evil and

wicked. Theology teaches that "the little

foibles and peevish freaks of the infant are

early workings and manifestations of corrupt

and depraved human nature." And further,

the creed teaches that a supernatural "Grace
is necessary to convict, convert, renovate,

and sanctify a person, so that he may enjoy

the heavenly kingdom of Christ.

"

Our starting-point is radiant with the gos-

pel of '

' good news :" that the life of a child is a

pure stream—flowing unceasingly from the

God-fountain of infinite perfection; that the

human soul is the product of an infinitely wise

and good Father; and that there is in every

nature, however depraved in condition and

manifestation, an immortal spark of holiness,

a pure principle of self-redemptiveness, from

which the perfect image and state of angel-

hood may be uufolded.
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The intrinsic goodness of the infant spirit

is the basis of the celestial superstructure we

labor to erect.

The government of Father-God through the

love-spirit of Mother-Nature, is one and uni-

versal. The heavenly government, although

varied in its forms and adaptations in the

different spheres and societies according to

the varied condition of the countless inhabit-

ants, is purely and simply one of universal

Love and Wisdom. The life of everything is

Love; but the form thereof, the shape in

which that love appears, is determined by

Wisdom. The impulse to look up toward

heaven is as natural as the beating of the

heart; and it is equally natural to feel and

acknowledge dependence upon the eternal

Soul of things. Children first learn this les-

son at home in the tender ties of love that

bind them to father and mother; and sub-

sequently the lesson is enforced by every re-

lation of life and society. To teach in ac-

cordance with the Divine Government, is our

aim and plan.

The Kinder-Garten.

NUMBER FOUR.

Movement plays, including musical gym-
nastic exercises, are an important feature of

Froebel's system of education. Their proper

place in the programme of daily occupations

at the Kinder-Garten, is immediately after the

industrial plays; because the mental powers
ofthe children have been called into Ml action

during the time appropriated for the play oc-

cupations; and during three quarters of an
hour the little ones have occupied a sitting pos-

ture, after which they require active bodily

exercise.

In the selection and use of gymnastic exer-

cises for children—especially the very young

—

it is necessary to use much care and judg-

ment. A child is naturally active, and in its

voluntary play finds perpetual exercise for the

muscles, it is desirable, therefore, to intro-

duce into the Kinder-Garten, plays and mu-
sical exercises which shall simply regulate

the natural activities of childhood. It is well

known that music serves to unite spiritual,

mental, and physical exercise; therefore this

becomes a necessary part of the Kinder-Gar-
ten movement plays.

It is our custom to appropriate fifteen min-
tes, between 11.30 and 11.45 A. M. daily, to

in-door exercises during the winter season, in

the larger of the two rooms appropriated to

the Kinder-Garten in West Newton ; the room
is large and airy, is well warmed and ventila-

ted; all of which are important requisites;

the time chosen is midway between the morn-
ing and noon meal ; fifteen minutes is a suffi-

cient length of time to devote in such manner,

as it is not well to produce weariness.

The free exercises are selected from among
Dr. Dio Lewis's Light Gymnastics ; they are ac-

com panied by suitable music. We call them
into service only occasionally, as we con-

sider them valuable rather for children who have
ad .

7anced above the age of seven years. We
usually occupy the time with Movement Plays,

or "plays of union and order." A great va-

riety of these, with musical accompaniment,

have been written and published in Germany.*

We append here a description of one of them,

together with the lines to which the accom-
panying music is set; this is done as an illus-

trative—and consequently the most simple

and effective—method of explaining what a

Movement Play is

:

First Form.—The children form a ring. A
child in the center holds a ball by the string,

and imitates the motion of a pendulum, sing-

in '
:

"Like the pendulum of a clock
I can make it rock tick tock."

All of the children now imitate the move-
ment, be it with the right or left arm or leg.

Second Form.—This is indicated in the

lines which are sung:

"As by the wind the branches bend,
Thus we love our time to spend:

Swing, swing ! Swinging so, to and fro.

Swing, swing!

Third Form is played during an alternation

of solo and chorus

:

Solo: "First my ball swings here and there
;

Then it swings round everywhere."
Chorus: " We, too, know how to swing,

And turn around and sing."

Or the children may sing, if they swing on-

ly their arms around

—

" My arm knows how to swing
;

It turns and makes a ring."

The circling movement of the ball may
serve to illustrate occupations of life, as with

the play of the Windmill:

" See the windmill how she goes,
While the wind so briskly blows

—

Always turning round and round,
Never idle is she found."

* A book containing one hundred of such plays is in

progress of preparation for the use of Kinder-Garten

and Nursery, by the writer of these articles.
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While circling around the child in the cen-

ter, they may sing

:

"'Thanks to the miller, brave and gtfod,

The flour he makes serves us for food."

Another child may step forward and sing:

"Please let me he the mill,

To gain your kind good will."

She stands in the center, while the others

dance and sing:

" See the windmill how she goes,

While the wind so briskly blows

—

Always turning round and rouud,
Never idle is she found."

After each child has had its turn at being

the "Miller," the ring is enlarged by having

the children stand at greater distance from

each other ; then, in concert, they swing

their arms and sing

:

u On the hill the windmills so
Swiftly when the wind does blow.
The miller in his mill will grind
Corn and grain of every kind."

Among the occupations which serve to

strengthen the body, develop the mind and

senses, give agihty and grace to movement
and carriage, the play with the ball ranks

high. It exercises the sight, and at the same
time concentrates attention upon one point.

Time and order are developed during the sing-

ing of the songs that accompany the gainc

with balls. Again, the ehildren learn, that,

through combined efforts, a much greater re-

sult can be obtained than rrorn mere isolated

labor. In this play ttie child also learns to

distinguish the six different colors which the

balls exhibit upon their surface. With the

ball it obtains an idea of the most perfect of

forms, and that which is most pleasing to the

eye—a sphere. From this it is introduced to

the cylinder, and thence to the cube, from

which are derived the first ideas of form, and

the relations of particles to a whole. When
afterwards the cube is received, cut up into

smaller cubes, and makiag a box of building-

blocks, the children learn to develop one form

from another. Such methodical play gives

them a systematic habit in all their thoughts

and actions, and brings more and more con-

sciousness into their free play, and offers full

opportunity for the development of inherent

talent-

Valuable comments upon the value of chil-

dren's Play Exercises or Movement Plays, we
lind in an article on the Kinder-Garten, by
Miss Peabody, published in the Atlantic

Monthly in 1862, and now again in her " Kin-

der-Garten Guide." The following extract

admirably expresses our own thought upon
this subject:

" Order is the child of reason, and in turn
cultivates the intellectual principle. To bring
out order on the physical plane, the Kindtr-
Garten makes it a serious purpose to organize
romj)ivr/, and set it to music, which culti-

vates the physical nature also. Romping is

the ecstacy of the body, and we shall find, thar,

in proportion as children tend to be violent,

they are vigorous in body. There is always
morbid weakness of some kind where there is

no instinct for hard play ; and it begins to be
the common sense that energetical physical
activity must not be repressed, but favored.

Some plan of play prevents the little creatures
from hurling each other, and fancy naturally
furnishes the plan—the mind unfolding itself

in fancies, which are easily quickened and led

in harmless directions by an adult of any re-

source. Those who have not imagination
themselves, must seek the aid of the Kinder-
Garten guides, where will be found, arranged
to music, the labors of the peasant, cooper,
and sawyer; the windmill, the wattr-mill, the
weather-vane, the clock, the pigeon-house,
the hares, the bees, and the cuckoo. Chil-

dren delight to personate animals, and a tine

irenius could not better employ itself than in

inventing a great many more plays, setting

them 'o rhythmical words, describing what is

to he done. Every variety of bodily exercise

might be made and kept within the bounds of
order and beauty by plays involving the mo-
tions of different animals and machines of in-

dustry. Kinder-Garten plays are easy, intel-

lectual exercises ; for to do anything whatever
with a thought beforehand, develops the mind
or quickens ; he intelligence; and thought of

this kind does not tax intellect or check phy-
sical development: which last musi never be
sacrificed in the process of education."

The Movement Games are followed by les-

sons on Form, which occupy fifteen minutes,

each Monday and Thursday.

Color furnishes the subject for the lessons

on Tuesday and Friday.

All of these are illustrated, and they become

in reality Object-Lessons—which have already

formed the subject of a part of the article

published as the third of this series, in the

February number.

The study ot verses occupies the time on

Wednesday: the children are taught the

hymns which form part of the nine o'clock

conversational exercise, and the words which

accompany the Movement Plays.

The appropriation of fifteen minutes each

day to short object-lessons, or the study of

verses, serves as transitional from the active

exercise of the body to a return to the occu-

pation table, around which the children are

seated again, at twelve o'clock, to be en-

gaged during the succeeding forty-five min-

utes, either with drawing, painting, block or

tablet building. On Monday and Thursday

the time is appropriated to
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DRAWING AND PAINTING,

which method—added to the others already

presented—of enabling the children to repre-

sent objects, is one in which the powers of

childhood find full freedom and independence

of expression.

Drawing requires close observation and at-

tention: comprehension, perception, concen-

tration, memory, and invention; all of these

are brought into active exercise. It brings

into action the senses of seeing and feeling,

and, above all, develops artistic nature.

It is necessary that the child enter upon it

with pleasure. The paper used for this pur-

pose is square-ruled. The object in having it

thus ruled, is to place before the child, as it

were, an objective retina, upon which can be

measured and compared the relative sizes and

positions of objects. It is made up in the

form of an ordinary writing-book.

By a system of drawing lines of different

lengths, and arranging them together so as to

produce a variety of figures, a very interesting

occupation is developed. At first only verti-

cal lines are made, after which horizontal and

diagonal ones are added.

Painting is associated with Drawing by

giving to the children colored lead-pencils,

which they are encouraged to use by filling up

the squares produced by the geometrical

figures, which they formed in the drawing les-

son. These squares are filled with different

colors, so as to produce harmonious effects;

only blue, red, yellow, and black pencils,

have yet been given to the children ; water-

colors and brushes may be given them at a

future period.

During the first half of the time allowed for

this exercise, the children are furnished with

copies, which they are encouraged to repro-

duce; but during the latter portion of the

time, they exercise their own ingenuity in de-

signing figures and arranging colors.

Forming letters and words with colored

pieces of paste-board, or building with blocks

and tablets, are the occupations selected for

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday. By means
of the blocks, simple lessons in arithmetic are

given, whilst with block-building a large area

is open for imparting pleasing and useful in-

struction.

The care of plants and anftnals is an occu-

pation which will be introduced during the

spring and summer months. It is anticipated

that a harvest of results will follow upon such
occupations, and that the minds of the chil-

dren will discern, by practical experience

and observation, that a power is at work
whose effects only are seen, the cause being
invisible and spiritual. By entering upon

direct intercourse with Nature, the child be-

gins to be interested in the study of itself as

a part of Nature. This applies especially to

children who live in cities, and have but little

opportunity for observing the process of natu-

ral development.

The garden which thus forms a part of the

Kinder-Garten, should be laid out with a large

rectangular or circular plot in the center, sur-

rounded by a gravel walk, and cultivated in

common by the children, for general purposes

of use and ornamentation. Outside the

gravel walk should be a small garden for each

child, with a trellis around it to serve as a di-

viding line. Each one learns through this

plan that he is a part of a whole, and also

that he has a distinct individuality.

It will dawn upon him, through experience,

that the most beautiful gardens are the pro-

duct of industry, whilst neglect and careless-

ness are sure to be followed by a harvest of

thistles and weeds.

1
' Anything that a child's senses perceives,

for which hecan see no purpose, will fly from
his memory like chaff before the wind. Our
truest and best men are produced by having
been nourished intellectually with much Na-
ture and few books, and more experience than
study. A child should first know the ground
upon which he grows, and should learn some-
thing about plants, animals, and human be-
ings, before he can well understand anything
abstract. "

—

Eosseau.

Singing and marching with flags occupies

the last quarter of an hour before one o'clock,

daily. These are the words of the parting-

hymn :

" Our play once more is ended,
And all our work is done;

With love and gladness blended,

The children homeward run.

The children, etc.

" Our mother stands to see us;

With joy it nils her heart;

From all her holy counsels

May we no more depart.

May we no more, etc.

" But still my school I prize,

And when I've seen her face

I turn my longing eyes

Back to this pleasant place.

Back to this, etc.

" We love to come each day
And be with all the rest,

And sing so merrily

The songs that we love best.

Good-by, good-by, good-by."

L. P.

" Soon as intelligence sparkles in the eye,

love also shows its liffht."
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A PALM SUNDAY SERMON.

BY O. B. FROTHINGHAM.

Matthew xxi : 8, 9.—Arid a very great multitude

spread their garments in the way; others cut down
branches from the trees and strewed them in the

way; and the multitudes that went before, and they

that followed, cried, Hosannah to the Son of David

!

Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord

!

Once more Palm Sunday—day of transport

and of humiliation—impresses on us the les-

son of great profession and small perform-

ance. It was a great day to the ear and eye,

that day when the noisy crowd flung up cap

and flung down garment, and the Christ came

on to Jerusalem. Bright was the sun on that

spring-day; green were the fields; tender

were the leaves on the branches which were

torn from the trees. But brighter were the

hopes in those expectant bosoms; greener

were the emotions in those bursting hearts;

tenderer were the feelings that budded and

blossomed in those freshly-moved human
souls. Their eye of faith saw the heavenly

kingdom in the happy air that enveloped the

princely city, soon to be transfigured into a

veritable city of God by the Messiah. How
splendidly all things must have looked on

that morning, when all of promise that a na-

tion practiced in believing promises could

entertain, seemed on the point of becoming a

blessed fulfillment ! This was the day that

had been anticipated for five hundred years

;

a day whose dawn of hope had been waited

for through centuries of exile and of war ; a

day whose sun took the splendor of whole

centuries of suns, made intenser by the long

eclipses of ages. No expression of joy could

be extravagant on such an occasion. In one

short hour it was over. There remained the

same skies, the same city, the same men, the

same stony paths, the same narrow streets

;

the same temple, the same market-place; the

same Calvary ready for the cross.

It is an old story and a true one : all great

excitements are disappointing. All mighty

movements and convulsions and revolutions

are disappointing. We expect much, and we
get little. When the kingdom of God comes,

it comes without observation—when men are

saying, lo here ! lo there ! and are thinking of

something else. When men are sure that

they have found the kingdom of God, and

shout hosannahs over their prize, they are apt

to find in their hands, instead of a diamond,

a stone. Results rarely, if ever, correspond

with agitations and conflicts. The world

moves on with vast display of fire-works, sal-

vos of artillery, blowing ol horns, waving of

banners, often rolled in blood; armed pro-

cessions, revolts, revolutions; but the world

moves very slowly. A nation lives through

an agony of a thousand years, shouting ho-

sannahs vociferously all the way—proclaim-
ing the advent of its Messiah at every turn of

its fortunes ; and all that is gained, is an idea

so encrusted with ignorance and superstition,

that it can scarcely be distinguished as the

jewel that it is. God's gifts are too precior.s

to come fast. They are too great to be splen-

did. It will not do to count their cos! in

blood or in treasure. Nor must we expect to

get them all at once because the blood and

the treasure have been spent.

We have just had, in our own little circle,

an illustration of this truth. It was a signifi-

cant thing, that, on the week of our great na-

tional triumphs, when day by day was bring-

ing news of victory, and was confirming our

belief that the hour of crowning and ultimate

victory had come; when the armies of the

Slave Power were making a hasty ilight from

their last great stronghold; when the eagle

was soaring high, pursued by the troop of

doves bearing the olive branch ; a week, every

day of which found our hearts full almost to

bursting with thoughts of the national resur-

rection—it was a significant thing, I say, that,

oil this week, of all weeks in the year, the

Liberal Churches in America should hold their

first grand National Convention, to consider

the work which they had to do, and to revive

the faith by which they were to do it. It

seemed one of those fine coincidences—one of

those nice pieces of prophecy which we calS

inspired, that this week should have been se-

lected in advance for such a Convention, and

that the call for it should have been, so loud,

so earnest, so noble, and so arousing. The

week was a week of crisis not merely in the

history of a nation, but we may indeed say in

the history of mankind ; and not in their po-

litical history alone, either, but in their social

history as well. The meeting seemed to fore-

shadow an epoch in the spiritual history of

the times, also. We were called on to take ad-

vantage of the high tide in the national life,

to float our denomination over its old ob-

structions—out of its side-euannel into the
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main current of the religious feeling and

Christian activity of the nation. We were

reminded of the large number of people in the

country, who, in silent indifference to the pre-

vailing creeds, had forsaken all connection

with the popular communions, and were now
wholly unchurched, and in danger of being

wholly unchristianized; of the immense float-

ing body of intelligence detached from all

ecclesiastical relations; of the still larger

number of dissatisfied, inquiring, earnest, yet

courageous and independent minds," "whose

wants we better than any others can supply."

" To consider the duties of this critical hour

in the religious life of the nation," we were

summoned.

How the churches responded to the call, we

all know. They came, on all the lines of road,

from the East and from the West—from Maine

to Missouri. The feeling was cordial; the

hopes were high. Men came hither who had

not attended a religious convention for years

;

and men were interested in the gathering who
lor years had been leaders of thought in

America, but who stood wholly outside of all

religious organizations. The multitude of the

attendant delegates was a less remarkable

feature than the character of them ; for they

were distinguished for their intelligence, their

social position, their professional reputation

;

in some instances, their civil rank. The no-

ble Governor of the noble State of Massachu-

setts presided. They came ; they deliberated

;

they had the prayer and the hymn; they

shouted hosannahs; they have gone. What
remains? A piece of ground covered with

dry leaves, and over them the Spirit of" Truth

walking on alone towards a Via Dolorosa—

a

Calvary—a resurrection in some form very

different from that. The Liberal Body shrunk

from its own principle, and disowned the

purport of its own summons. It met to pro-

test against the prevalent sectarianism, and
to take advantage of its presumed overthrow;

and to that end, it made a longer stride to-

ward sectarianism than it had ever made be-

fore. It met to give a welcome to the home-
less minds and outcast spirits that wandered
outside of all Christian communions, and it

carefully discriminated itself from them all,

and applauded when they were described by
opprobrious epithets. It met to glory in a
moral radicalism which had brought on a po-

litical and social revolution, and it clapped
its hands when intellectual radicalism was de-

nounced and spurned in intemperate lan-

guage by the leading spirit of the Convention.

It unfolded a magnificent scheme of work,

moral, social, educational, spiritual, to be

done all over the continent, from the Lakes to

the Gulf, from the Atlantic to the Pacific Sea,

and it studiously alienated the sympathies of

the very men who were the most able, zealous,

and competent to do that work. The most terri-

ble desertion the Christ was left to, was the de-

sertion of that night of the day on which the

multitude had been shouting hosannahs; the

most utter. desertion of the Liberal Principle

was at the close of those two days of the Na-

tional Convention of Unitarians. There has

never been a Convention so narrow and blind

and stubborn as it was.

It is a disappointment, of course; but it is

a ve?y small one, and of no consequence.

Perhaps the uprising of a new spirit of pro-

gress will come all the sooner. The suicide

of the sect may cause the resurrection of its

truth. At any rate, it will come as soon as it

onjrht to, and sooner than we deserve. It is

a lesson against over-sanguine anticipations.

We must not expect too much. Hope every-

thing and expect nothing is a safe rule of life.

Hope for the kingdom, and expect a kennel;

hope for nectar and ambrosia, and expect

common bread, without butter, and water

from a brackish spring; hope for the newly

regenerated nation, and expect a more toler-

able state of political parties; hope for an

earth made divine, and expect an earth made

decent. See in vision the great signs in the

sky—the rounded dome of the newly com-

pleted temple of Liberty, surmounted by the

guardian goddess, her brow circled by a

wreath of living eagles ; see, in fact, a slightly

modified oppression of the black man.

For this rule must be seen running through

all our experience, natioual as well as per-

sonal. We do not hope too much ; we do not

believe too much ; we do not trust too much

;

we do not aspire too much ; nay, friends, we

do not hope, or believe, or trust, or aspire

half enough ; we expect too much. Our con-

fidence in ideas and principles is not half

what it should be. Our anticipation of results

is about double what it should be. God al-

ways means a great deal more than we mean

;

but we always count on getting a great deal

more than he gives. We are expecting too

much now—bear with me, dear friends, if I

say it—we are expecting too much now imme-

diately from our national successes. There

is no man living and breathing on this conti-
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nent who exults in those successes more

deeply, cordially, earnestly, than I do; there

is no man living on this continent who hopes

more from them, who discerns more signifi-

cance in them, or who more heartily believes

in the issues of humanity that are folded up

in their bosom. My sense of their social im-

portance is greater and stronger than I can

utter. They mean the destruction of slavery

;

and all that that means, it would require more

than one sermon to tell ; what that means, no

living person can now adequately tell. They

mean the extension of republican institutions

all over the land; and who shall speak of the

immense importance of that? They mean the

overthrow of the caste-spirit, and the prostra-

tion of the aristocratic order ; and the moment-

ousness of that is not to be described by any

lips so poor and stammering as mine. They

mean the prevalence ofone humane idea, ofone

fraternal principle, of one ethical law, of one

social rule among all our people. They mean
the equal and impartial right of every man to

do his own work, open his owe career, make
his own place, assert his own individual hu-

manity. They mean unity in national and

social life. They mean reform in our politics

—in our laws, manners, social usages. They

mean eventually, doubtless, a reform in the

theology and religion of the country ; the ulti-

mate decrease of the ecclesiastical and secta-

rian spirit; the infusion of a more practical

and humane element into the popular faith

;

the substitution to some faint degree of the

religion of Jesus for the religion of the Christ

—of the faith of the Master for the faith of the

Church.

We are told that every living creature has

its origin in an egg; and that, up to a certain

stage in the embryonic development, it is im-

possible to tell whether the egg is to bring

forth a monkey or a man. Time only shows

the difference. The whole kingdom is in a

mustard-seed, ifwe will see it there. Bui all that

we get from the mustard-seed is a bush. This

crisis in our history contains in germ all the

future of our race. The kingdom of heaven

is in it; the hope of the Christ is in it. We
should see that it is ; we should hope and be-

lieve that it is ; we should be forever saying

that it is ; we should keep our spiritual eye

fixed on space and straining after a sight of

the pinnacles and towers. But shall we see

it with our fleshly eyes? Shall we see "so-

cial and political prejudices, of the most fixed

and hopeless character, giving way before the

majestic p owr of God's providence, and dis-

appearing like a mist" ? Shall we see sectarian

lines and barriers shaken down, and the long-

separated and unknown brought into view

and acquaintance with each other ? Shall we
see the worth of opinions tested by a demon-

stration of what is practically inspiring and

efficient in the beliefs of Christians ?

I do not wish to discourage hope, friends.

On the contrary, I am anxious to inspire it

—

to keep it alive—to make it bright and strong

and effulgent— in order that we may not

lose sight of its shining star amid the mists

which wiil inevitably darken the immediate

present. To-day we feel wild with enthusi-

asm. We are ready for the most passionate

demonstrations of joy. We are ready to fling

down our costliest garments for the triumph-

ant Christ to tread on. There is more ho-

sannah in our hearts than can get out from

our mouths. Let us not repress it. Let us

be sure that the Christ is coming. But the

resurrection is not to-day. The bursting of

one set of cerements is not it. The work of

history is never done clear: God leaves al-

ways a ragged fringe lor us to clear away.

When this terrific pomp of war shall have

passed by; when the guns shall be silent, and

the banners shall be folded, and the drums

shall cease to beat the long roll, and the bu-

gles shall no longer sound the note of

reveille and of victory, the same skies will

be seen bending over us; the earth be-

neath our feet will be the same; nature will

be unaltered; and human nature will pre-

serve its old constituent elements, hardly

modified sufficiently for the change to be ob-

servable. The tempest will have passed over

the ocean ; the waves will have run mountains

high, as if to drown the stars; the surface of

the deep will be strewn with the wrecks of

noble vessels, freighted with most precious

lives; but the profound calmness of the sea

will not be affected.

friends, next week we celebrate the resur-

rection, not to-day. We must not expect too

much, even from all this jubilee and triumph

—even from all this splendor of victory. We
must not expect a complete revolution even

in our political and civil life: still less must we

expect one in our theological and spiritual

life. We must not expect a revolution in hu-

man nature. We must not expect a wide

opening now for ideas and sentiments and

principles, against which the minds of men

were obstinately shut, up to this moment

.
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We have been in the habit of speaking as if

now a great opportunity was offered for the

spread and establishment of liberal ideas ; as

if all that the Reformers had to do was to go in

and take possession of the land long promised

;

as if the destruction of negro slavery was the

destruction of all servitude, and the emanci-

pation of the black man was the emancipation

of the human soul. Is it so ? Is it all oppor-

tunity and no struggle now ?

It was the assumption, the other day, at

the Grand National Unitarian Convention,

that the Calvary was ail ended. The first

stage thereof is. The Christ has stepped out

from his narrow, false Hebrew past, and has

a way open and clear before him, which, for

his own part, he will tread serenely. But
buffetings are in store yet.

In the first place, there is likely to be an

enormous increase and a tremendous preva-

lence of the trading and commercial spirit.

The passion for getting rich will be stimu-

lated, probably, as it never was before in the

history of mankind. The air will be full of

speculative bubbles, which will float their lit-

tle hour, dazzle, burst, and disappear—dissi-

pating in a moment many a beautiful vision

of wealth. Fortunes will be made and lost

with a rapidity that will craze the mind. The
excitement created by the discovery of petro-

leum oil will be small and limited in extent as

compared with the fearful excitements caused

by the multitudes of new schemes for devel-

oping the industrial resources of a continent

hitherto laid under a sterile curse by slavery.

The people, beside themselves in a delirium of

gain, will for a time neglect all the concerns

of the higher intellectual life. The great

problems will be unthought of; all the brain

there is will be needed for a very different

sort of speculation than that of the school or

the church. Literature and even art will be
tempted to neglect their high calling, and to

minister to the heated and passionate temper
of the time. The voice of calm philosophy

will be disregarded ; the teachers of the scien-

tific laws will see the company of their disci-

ples dwindle; and who will heed the prophets?
Many a dear sentiment and principle ofhuman-
ity will be trodden down pitilessly under the

hurrying feet of the clamoring crowd. There
will be recklessness; of course there will be
injustice and oppression. In the tumult, the
crowd, the confused jangling and wrestling,

many a sweet life, as of the Christ, will be
trampled out. Action and reaction will fol-

low hard on each other's heels. Fortune and

misfortune will chase one another. Success

and disaster will pursue one another in swift

succession. The course will be onward still,

toward a condition of general prosperity and

universal material comfort such as the earth

has never witnessed; but the process thereto

will be troubled and uneasy.

This, now, is precisely the state of things

which the popular religions always seize on

for their purposes. The Catholic Church will

make prodigious efforts to get the hearts of

the restless, fluctuating, unbridled people,

for the purpose of establishing its solemn

authority in republican America; and doubt-

less it will succeed to an extent we shall not

gladly contemplate. A religion men will

have ; and, for a time, the most absolute reli-

gion ; the most stable and firmly based reli-

gion ; the religion that is richest in memories

and associations; the religion which most im-

pressively addresses the imagination and

most touchingly affects the senses, will seem

to multitudes the only one.

The Protestant sects are already straining

in the leash, eager to get at the prey which

they see before them in the excited and excita-

ble multitude. The apparatus for a gigantic

"revival of religion" is all ready; the ma-

chinery is in working order; the treasuries

are full of money. The ropes and pulleys for

the scene-shifting in the reproduction of the

grand drama of redemption are in admira-

ble running condition. Already, through

the "Christian Commission," sectarianism in

its most offensive form has made monstrous

gains. The popular religion has all the ele-

ments requisite for its immediate ends at such

a time. It has a rigid creed—and that is

what people who have no time, power, or dis-

position to think for themselves, will desire

and will take. It has symbols, mythologies,

fables, dramatic shows, and stage effects; its

theological system is by its own definition a

"drama," in which God and Satan, Christ,

the angels, and man, are the acting person-

ages. And this, too, the imaginative and
fanciful people like. As in the days of great-

est excitement and unrest during the past

four years they crowded the theaters to excess,

so in these coming days of frenzied unrest and

excitement, it will not be wonderful if they

crowd the churches whose theology feeds

the same passion for unreal and imaginative

entertainment.

The popular religion has all the appliances
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for moving the affections of the multitude.

Its power is over the emotions. Ages of

practice have given it a marvelous skill in

playing on human hopes and fears. And in

these times immediately before us, the nerves

that are most sensitive to the touch of terror

will he out on the surface exposed to every

slightest movement of the air. Thought will be

in abeyance ; reflection will be suspended ; the

power of rational comprehension of ideas,

principles, and laws, will be in check; the

wings of feeling will be spread to every breeze

that blows; and those breezes will all blow

from the " evangelical " quarter.

The popular religion, again, offers "salva-

tion" on the easiest imaginable terms. It

demands no vigilant, patient, anxious toil, in

the discipline of personal character, the train-

ing of life, the reformation of the natural so-

cial state. It dispenses with hard study on

the actual problems of human existence. It

says, "Believe ! believe ! cast off all personal

responsibility; throw yourself unreservedly on

the merits of another, and all is well for time

and for eternity." In their calmer periods

men were beginning to ponder the truth

of this, and to call it in vehement question;

but let the calm period pass and the period

of passionate excitement return, and they will

be ready enough to compound for a full finan-

cial activity in this world and a full salvation

in the next by so agreeable a sacrifice of their

reason.

Will the popular religion be blind to these

immense advantages which it possesses over

every organized form of Liberalism? Or,

having its eyes open to them, will it consent

to forego them ? In actual possession of the

field, as it is, and with all these opportunities

for keeping it; with the hold it has on party

spirit, which is so rife in our country; with

its seat so firmly fixed in intolerance and

pride—those unexpelled and inexpugnable

demons of the human heart—will it resign its

place and its authority without a struggle?

I cannot believe it. Our civil war, whatever

else it may have affected, has not materially

affected the actual condition of human nature,

which has continued about the same while

empires went down in ruin ; while States were

blotted out; while nations have perished in

desolating wars, and devouring convulsions,

and agonized struggles for life. I cannot

believe that it has " shaken down many secta-

rian lines and prejudices;" that it has "bro-

ken up the crust of ecclesiastical and theolo-

gical usage, as ice is broken up by the spring

freshet." That it has not, was made pain-

fully manifest last week, when the very body

that cast that splendid horoscope of the fu-

ture took occasion to deepen sectarian lines

and prejudices, which we fondly hoped were

all but effaced; and when the writer of those

very words, so free and noble, protested ear-

nestly that he was opposed to the spirit of the

age, and to the progressive tendencies of

which he had heard so much.

It is something beside opportunity, then,

that we have before us ; or, rather, it is op-

portunity for something beside the quiet occu-

pation, possession, and enjoyment of a cleared

field. It is opportunity to work in that rad-

ical, fundamental, vital way, which will be so

imperatively demanded of all Christian men
and women.

For, if what I have said be at all true, or

have any force; if there be this danger I have
depicted of universal and all-devouring greed

;

of social mobility and unrest; of mental ab-

sorption in visions of material paradise; of

passionate excitements oftremendous intensi-

ty and on a tremendous scale; of sectarian

spread and dominion, such as is already fore-

shadowed—how utterly impotent and insig-

nificant any actual organization of so-called

Liberal believers must appear! What can

their ecclesiasticism do against the towering

ecclesiasticism of the other " orthodox " and
"evangelical" sects—to say nothing of the

beauty of Episcopacy or the sublimity of Ro-

manism ? What can their feeble and loose or-

ganizations do against organizations like

theirs, so compact, so vast, so completely fur-

nished, so ably officered and conducted, so

wealthy, so accustomed to rapid and effective

manoeuvre ? What can their inconsistent, il-

logical, and irresolute sectarianism, do against

a sectarianism that is fortified by every pious

consideration, whose boast is in its narrow-

ness, whose pride is in its unflinching con-

stancy, whose glory is in its absolute intol-

erance ?

In times like those which are likely to come
upon us,howmany will bemoved to join a small,

unpopular, and derided sect,which has no creed

that it can state, no cultus, no priesthood, no

drama, no stage effects, no mythology, no infi-

nite terrors or trusts, no passion or power of

exciting it, no territory, no dominion, no con-

course of followers, no popular prestige or

reputation, no hold on the allegiance of the

masses, no wealth drawn from the treasury
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of the people's hard earnings, no sweep of

inspiration, no abandon, no earnest zeal for

saving souls ? It seems to me that very few

indeed will be attracted to a sect like this;

and so it is my conviction that the attempt to

make Liberal Christianity a sect, was a mis-

take particularly deplorable just now, and

•calculated, if persisted in, to destroy com-

pletely the intellectual and moral influence of

the body.

Never can "Unitarianism" be a popular

form of religion. Never as a religious sect

will Unitarians have a large influence. Never

as an organization will they be able to effect

much in Christendom.

What the religious future of America is to

be, God the Omniscient only knows. In all

probability it will be for the next century

substantially what it is now. Certainly it will

not be " Unitarianism." Our work, if I may
be bold enough to say so, is not to give peo-

ple a new religion which shall be only a slight

modification of the old one ; it is not to give

people a new religion at all ; it is, rather, to

instruct and enlighten them upon the facts

of actual life ; it is to teach them truth—truth

of knowledge, not truth of conjecture; it is to

stimulate the exercise of reason ; to cultivate

the natural affections of the heart ; to enforce

the natural commands of the educated con-

science. To give a religious interpretation to

the facts and experiences of ordinary existence

is our province ; to make men see God in their

eating and drinking—their work and their

play ; it is to make them perfect themselves

and their humanity; to think and live as ra-

tional beings; to master the rules of personal

and social happiness ; to construct their lives

and the experiences of their lives on the basis

of sound scientific morality. To emancipate

men from ecclesiasticism and sectarianism is

the providential work to which we are called

;

and to this end we are to welcome thought,

to encourage freedom, to stimulate science,

art, literature, and all the other agencies

that help to cultivate mankind and confer on

them self-dependence. We are pioneers and
explorers, who make way for the new cities

which shall one day be built. We believe in

the world as it is, and make it our business to

understand the world as it is. We believe in

human nature as it is, and make it our busi-

ness to teach men how they make their char-

acters and lives conform to their nature.

Our usefulness, as 1 view it, therefore, depends
on the courage and determination with which

we can keep clear of the popular religion un-

der any or all of its modifications, and can

devote ourselves to the work of civilizing,

softening, humanizing, naturalizing men and

women of our generation. The religion of th e

future will take care of itself. It is as much
as we can all do to counteract some of the

worst effects of the religion of the present;

and we cannot do that so long as we suiter

ourselves to be entangled with it. Perhaps

the policy of absolute independence of the in-

dividual teachers is the best policy now, be-

cause it is the policy that best secures perfect

freedom, and prevents a needless waste of

thought in concession and compromise.

Do not mistake me, clear friends, by ascri-

bing to me the least despondency in view of

any of our affairs. I was never so full of

Mth and hope as now. The future opening

before us is magnificent indeed. I see the

passion-week; the scenes of trial and cru-

cifixion; but I see the risen spirit of Truth
and Liberty more distinct than ever. The
secret, informing, molding convictions of the
time, are, I devoutly believe, with the natural

reason, conscience, and heart of love. Know-
ledge is slowly coming into power. The pop-
ular religion is strong in its hold on the de-

fects, the weaknesses, the superficial passions

of human nature—its vanity, its pride, its su-

perstition, its fear. They who can succeed in

laying hold on the eternal instincts of human
nature—on its profound sympathies, its radi-

cal beliefs, its deathless hopes, its immortal
aspirations—will do their part towards fash-

ioning the faith of the future. God grant
that we may believe in him supremely and
only, and may serve him by serving that

Spirit of Truth which "guides us into all

truth," and " shows us things to come."

Assassination of the President.

Before this number of the Friend of Pro-
gress reaches its readers, this startling intel-

ligence—received as we go to press—will be
known, in all its horrid details, in every city,

town, and family throughout the land. We
have neither time nor heart, at this writing,

for extended comment. This last blind and
brutal act of the Slaveholder's Rebellion will

but the more surely and effectively consum-
mate the purposes it sought to thwart. Sla-

very, the author, fitly becomes the finisher of

the Rebellion, and its own mad executioner.

The blow aimed at the heart of a nation and
the life of a man will but elevate and purity

the purposes of the one, and immortalize and
sanctify tbe memory of the other.

The name of Abraham Lincoln will be
through all time and to all peoples a synonym
for Liberty and Equality, and we trust the
name of Andrew Johnson may prove, in this

day and to this people, an emblem of Justice
and Judgment.
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C. 11. Plumb & Co., 274 Canal Street, New York.



NEW YORK NORMAL CLASS
IN

LIGHT AND VOCAL GYMNASTICS.
AT

Mrs. Plumb's Academy of Physical Culture,

NO. 59 WEST FOURTEENTH STREET, N. Y.

MR. E. S. HOLT AND MRS. Z. R. PLUMB, Conductors.

Mrs. Plumb takes pleasure in announcing to her patrons and the public that she has

effected an engagement with Me. E. S. Holt, recently the Instructor at Dr. Dio Lewis's

Normal Institute, Boston, and acknowledged to be one of the best Gymnasts and most capa-

ble and experienced Teachers in the profession.

During the coming year Mr. Holt will assist Mrs. Plumb in the Exercising Classes of

the Academy, and they will together conduct

A NORMAL CLASS.
To Commence on Thursday! July 6. I8tf.3» and continue tm weeks.

The course of instruction and discipline will be thorough and complete, embracing the

excellencies of other Institutions, with new and valuable features. Reference will be had not

only to skill and grace in execution, but vigor and method in the direction of Classes.

The elegant facilities of the Academy, the able corps of Assistants and Lecturers to be

employed, and the long and successful experience they have both enjoyed in conducting

Classes and educating Teachers, will enable Mrs. Plumb and Mr. Holt to offer all wishing to

qualify themselves for Teachers in the new profession, opportunities equal, if not superior, to

those of any Institution in the country.

The enterprising and industrious of both sexes may find in this field healthful, useful,

and lucrative employment; and in no other profession does the remuneration afforded women
compare more favorably with that of men.

The demand for Teachers in Schools and Seminaries, and tor popular Classes, is con-

stantly increasing, with little prospect of immediate supply.

The course of training is also specially worthy the attention of invalids, dyspeptics,

and others in delicate health, as admirably calculated to afford permanent relief.

The Department of Vocal Culture will be under the special direction of

PROF. C. P. BRONSON, A. M., M. D.,

the popular Author and Lecturer, who will give the Normal Class a full course of Lectures,

with practical exercises in

The course of instruction and exercise in Light Gymnastics K
the system of Dr. Dio

Lewis, ) will be in charge of Mrs. Plumb and Mr. Holt, who have, during three years past,

given instruction to classes equivalent to more than

60,000 Single Lessons in Gymnastic Exercises

!

Valuable Lectures and practical Lessons are also expected from eminent medical and

scientific men of the city.

Full Course often weeks, including daily exercise and instruction, the privileges of the Academy
and admission to all the Lectures of the Course,

For Gentlemen, $70. Ladies, $50.

A certificate of qualification will be given all entitled to receive it, without extra charge.

Correspondence is solicited with all who propose joining the Class.

4®" Descriptions of the necessary Costume furnished on Application.



JUST PUBLISHED.

3VE**s. JEtsk>icjcx.txsk,n. 7si Grjc&£t~t Fiction:

THE
IDEAL ATTAINED:

BEING

A Story of two Steadfast Souls, and how they won their

Happiness, and lost it not.

BY MRS. ELIZA W. FAUN HAM.

This production, by the author of " WOMAN AND HEE ERA," is more than an

ordinary Story. It is full of sentiment as well as incident—not less instructive than enter-

taining. It is an embodiment, in vivid, life-like characters, of the author's exalted Ideal.

The lessons it teaches will be found new and unparalleled in the history of fiction.

An elegant 12mo volume, of 510 pages Price only $2.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.

7^~ A Liberal Discount to the Trade.

C. M PLUMB & CO., Publishers,

274 Canal Street, New York.
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SEWING MACHINES
495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.


